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EL/02/14/A

ENTERPRISE AND LIFELONG LEARNING COMMITTEE

14th Meeting, 2002 (Session 1)

Wednesday 1 May 2002

The Committee will meet at 10.00 am in Committee Room 2, Committee Chambers,
Edinburgh to consider the following agenda items:

1. Budget 2003/04: The Committee will take evidence on the Scottish Enterprise
budget for 2003/04 from—

Dr Robert Crawford, Chief Executive
Iain Carmichael, Senior Director, Finance
Charlie Woods, Senior Director, Knowledge Management

2. Budget 2003/04: The Committee will take evidence from Wendy Alexander, the
Minister for Enterprise, Transport and Lifelong Learning on the Department's
budget for 2003/04.

3. Local Economic Forums: The Committee will take evidence from Wendy
Alexander, the Minister for Enterprise, Transport and Lifelong Learning.

4. Item in private: The Committee will consider whether to take item 7 in private.

5. University of St. Andrews (Postgraduate Medical Degrees) Bill: The
Committee will consider whether to agree to take the discussion of the draft
Stage 1 report on the general principles of the University of St. Andrews
(Postgraduate Medical Degrees) Bill in private.

6. Budget 2003/04 (in private): The Committee will consider the issues it wishes to
include in the budget 2003/04 report.

7. Highlands and Islands Local Economic Forums: The Committee will decide
which Highland and Islands Local Economic Forums to take evidence from at the
Committee's meeting on 17 June 2002 in Shetland.

Simon Watkins
Clerk to the Committee

Room 2.7, Committee Chambers
Ext. 0131 348 5207
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EL/02/14/1

Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 1 May 2002

Budget 2003-2004

Introduction

Under the arrangements for the operation of the Parliament, subject committees
have an opportunity each year to examine the budget for the parallel Department of
the Executive.

The Executive’s budget for 2003-04 was published on 2 April 2002, and the relevant
sections are attached (EL/02/14/6, paper copy only).  The Committee now has an
opportunity to examine it.

Members may wish to note that due to an error it is not possible to compare 2003/04
and 2002/03 with 2000/01 using the real terms tables in the AER.

Next Steps

8 May, 10.00 am Committee Room 2
Following the evidence from both Scottish Enterprise and the Scottish Executive on
the Budget Process 2003/04, the Committee will agree the main issues that it wishes
to see included in its report to the Finance Committee.

15 May, 10.00 am Committee Room 3
The Committee will agree its report into the budget 2003/04 process.

21 May, 10.00 am
The Finance Committee will consider the Stage 1 Committee Reports.

Scottish Enterprise Budget

The Committee agreed in December 2001 to amend the way in which it approached
the budget consideration process in order to provide the opportunity for more in-
depth examination of the longer-term issues. In order to achieve this, the Committee
agreed on 12 December 2001 to examine the budget of Scottish Enterprise in more
detail. Since Scottish Enterprise's detailed Operating Plan budget is published much
later in the budgeting cycle, the Committee has opted to examine the Operating Plan
for 2002/03, which is shortly to be published.

The budget for 2002/03 includes many of the changes that will feed through into the
2003/04 budget as part of the business transformation process. Scottish Enterprise
has therefore provided information on its budget at a level significantly below that
previously considered at this stage of the budget scrutiny by the Committee. The
figures relate to Scottish Enterprise's total expenditure, including from sources other
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than the Scottish Executive (e.g. from property sales, European funding etc) and are
not therefore directly comparable with the AER. Nevertheless, the information should
give members a much closer and more detailed picture of Scottish Enterprise's
expenditure and its allocation.

In relation to Agenda Item 1 the following papers are attached:
� Scottish Enterprise Budget Review 2003/04
� Scottish Enterprise Budget Breakdown 2002/03
� Scottish Enterprise Draft Network Operating Plan 2002/03
� Scottish Enterprise: Administration Costs October 2001. This is a final

explanatory note submitted by the Scottish Executive to the Committee
following consideration of last year's budget, in October 2001. It details the
changes that are being made in the way that Scottish Enterprise's
administration costs are presented.

� Scottish Enterprise: Administration Costs April 2002 - An interim
Response. This paper from the Scottish Executive provides an interim
response to the Committee request of 3 October 2001, for more
information on Scottish Enterprise's administration costs.

Early work undertaken by the Committee highlighted a number of issues in relation
to the budget of Scottish Enterprise. These issues include:

� the usefulness or otherwise of breaking down budgets and spend
according to the targets for Smart Successful Scotland

� the need to present budget information under more meaningful detailed
headings

� the way in which staff and other admin costs are presented
� the need to identify Careers Scotland as a separate heading within the

Scottish Enterprise Budget
� the process for allocating budget to individual Local Economic Companies

Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Budget

The Minister for Enterprise, Transport and Lifelong Learning is attending to answer
any questions on the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning budget however members
should be aware that Visitscotland is no longer part of the Minster's remit although
she may feel able to respond to general questions. Within the Scottish Executive,
tourism is now the responsibility of Mike Watson, the Minister for Tourism, Culture
and Sport. Technically, tourism is also currently temporarily outside the Committee's
remit but is expected to be reincorporated shortly in a global updating of committee
remits.

In relation to Agenda Item 2 the following papers are attached:
� Copy of the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Budget for 2003/04
� A SPICe note on the Annual Expenditure Report 2003-04 ELL

Recent committee background work has highlighted a number of issues which the
Committee may wish to discuss with the Minister including:

� the removal of  Bad Debt provision in relation to Student Loans
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� the differences in the level of funding provision between Further Education
compared with Higher Education

� an explanation of the use of the £21 million FE Capital funding
� the handling of PPP projects in the budget
� the possibility of ring fencing the Adult Literacy budget when it is allocated

to Local Authorities
� the impact on the budget of movement of Bell College and the Open

University funding to SHEFC
� the impact of incorporating Careers Scotland's budget within the Scottish

Enterprise budget
� explanation of £92 million allocated to Scottish Enterprise's Administration

Budget
� the way in which Beattie inclusion projects are presented in the budget
� will there be a continued underspend on RSA and if so where should it be

redirected?
� how money received back from Regional Selective Assistance grants

would appear in the budget
� the difference in the levels of funding of visitscotland
� the usefulness or otherwise of grouping the Lifelong Learning elements of

the budget together

Simon Watkins
Clerk



EL/02/14/2b
Scottish Enterprise Network: Budget breakdown 2002/03

GROWING BUSINESS

Aim 02/03 Expenditure
£m

Entrepreneurial Dynamism and Creativity Innovation infrastructure 2.8
Business start up and survival 15.1
High growth start up and survival 3.5
Business competitiveness and innovation 45.2
Local opportunities 7.9

sub-total 74.5

More E-Business E-business application 9.7
Local opportunities 0.4

sub-total 10.1

Increased Commercialisation of R&D New products and processes in organisations 7.5
Commercialisation of knowledge 18.1
Local opportunities 0.8

sub-total 26.4

Global success in key sectors
sub-total 5.2

TOTAL - GROWING BUSINESSES 116.2

GLOBAL CONNECTIONS

Aim 02/03

Digital Connectivity ICT in disadvantaged communities 0.6
Competitive wholesale telecoms market 5.5

sub-total 6.1

Involvement in Global Markets Attract high value activities to Scotland 5.0
Internationalisation of Scottish organisations 17.2
Local opportunities 4.8

sub-total 27.0

Globally Attractive Location Physical business infrastructure 53.0
International connectivity 1.0
Local opportunities 3.3

sub-total 57.3

People choosing to live and work in Scotland Scotland's key locations 3.3
Retain & attract individuals 1.1
Local opportunities 0.2

sub-total 4.6

TOTAL - GLOBAL CONNECTIONS 95.1

LEARNING AND SKILLS

Aim 02/03

Improving the operation of the Scottish labour market Core skills for adults 1.3
Future Skills Scotland & labour market 2.7
Careers Scotland 35.0
Local opportunities 1.5

sub-total 40.5

Best start for all our young people Skills Seekers and MAs training 50.6
Skills Seekers and MAs achievement 18.5
Local opportunities 3.5

sub-total 72.6

Narrowing the gap in unemployment Target residents of disadvantaged areas 7.8
Target economically inactive people becoming active in the labour market 43.1
Local opportunities 1.2

sub-total 52.1

Improved demand for high quality in-work training Workplace training 8.4
Management capability 1.8
Core skills of those in low skilled  / low paid work 10.5
Local opportunities 0.3

sub-total 21.0

TOTAL - SKILLS AND LEARNING 186.2

PERFORMANCE DRIVERS - Internal research and development

Aim 02/03
Relationships

Relationship building 3.0
sub-total 3.0

Processes Market analysis, appraisal and segmentation 0.6
Product and service development 8.8
Capture, store, share and use knowledge 6.3
Communication and channel management 1.9

sub-total 17.6

PEOPLE AND PROGRAMME DELIVERY 75.0

GRAND TOTAL 493.1
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Executive Summary

This Network Operating Plan demonstrates how Scottish Enterprise is responding to the challenges
of helping build a Smart, Successful Scotland in the year ahead. We will do this by focussing
evermore on the needs of our customers, by trying to build more effective relationships with our
partners, and by making greater use of our collective knowledge. We will act as a catalyst to help
stimulate more, better, and faster investment than would otherwise take place, in order to help
Scotland realise its unfulfilled economic potential.

The plan demonstrates the changes in our emphasis, based on the identification and application of
our knowledge of the economy, the impact of our activities and how we can help our customers to
exploit, develop and capitalise upon the knowledge they posses.

Growing businesses

We will significantly increase our emphasis on stimulating greater investment in innovation and
commercialisation . For example, we will increase our work to help translate the knowledge that lies
in our universities into real businesses and the support infrastructure that enables this to happen.
Taking this forward, we will deliver:

� The initial implementation of the “Intermediate Technology Institutes” to ensure that Scotland
has the right infrastructure to accelerate the commercialisation of ideas from our universities,
building on the recent success of the Research Fellowships and Proof of Concept fund.

� The development of the Seed Capital ‘Fund of Funds’ and begin its implementation.

� Assistance that results in 50 academic and company spin outs and 500 account managed
businesses improving their own innovation performance.

Our support to customers in the future will be tailored to meet our better understanding of their
precise requirements and their ability to make a positive impact on the economy. One area where this
will be felt the most follows the review of our work to help new business start-ups. A more targeted
approach will deliver:

� Support that results in 8,000 business start ups, targeting 3,040 by women, 850 by residents of
disadvantaged communities and 175 with the potential to be high growth.

Global Connections

We will now place increasing emphasis on quality rather than quantity, as we help Scottish
companies and people make the most of the global economy. To do this we will implement the new
“Global Connections” strategy, based on the cornerstone principles of “knowledge in” and
“knowledge out”. We aim for Scotland to become known as an innovative and creative hub of
technology and research, with a world-class reputation. Taking this forward, we will deliver:

� Improvements in our digital connectivity to ensure that Scotland is a globally attractive location
for international and Scottish businesses, alike. This will be achieved by delivering “Project
ATLAS” (Accessing Telecoms Links Across Scotland) which will counteract the position where
Scottish businesses needing large bandwidth capacity are paying too much for these services in
comparison with their competitors.
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� The successful operation of “Scottish Development International”, the new joint body between
ourselves and the Scottish Executive that will integrate all of the international economic
development activities that we share responsibility for.

� Stronger linkages to Scottish companies and institutions to help them to internationalise their
activity in new and innovative ways, in order to benefit from better ‘global connections’.

� The innovative ‘Globalscot’ project which is establishing an international network of individuals
who have an affinity for Scotland and who want to contribute to and share in its economic
success.

� Support to businesses that results in 550 organisations participating in international markets (e.g.
exporting, joint ventures, partnerships and new forms of collaboration) and 900 research and
development jobs from foreign direct investment.

Skills and Learning

We will place greater emphasis on ensuring that the development and application of knowledge is
woven through all of our activity and that we target our support to key groups of people, including
those who are economically excluded. Taking this forward we will:

� Make an active contribution to the review of Lifelong Learning and begin to implement its
conclusions where appropriate.

� Ensure that the establishment of Careers Scotland at the beginning of the year brings a radical
improvement to all-age guidance in Scotland, based on an enhanced understanding of the labour
market achieved through the work of Future Skills Scotland.

� Target the labour market requirements of specific sectors. For example, we will work closely
with the construction industry to ensure that the people of Scotland fully benefit from increased
investment in its physical fabric.

� Ensure that we target our work in particular ensure a greater proportion of young people are in
work, education or training this will include 20,000 Modern Apprentices in training, with 5,000
Modern Apprenticeships achieved. We will target those people with additional support
requirements with our new “Get Ready for Work” programme.  We will work to ensure fewer
adults are economically inactive and will re-design our products so that 8,200 adults benefit from
in-work based training and at least 2,800 are still in employment 3 months after leaving training.

Integrating our activity

In delivering against the three themes of the strategy, our overarching response to ‘A Smart
Successful Scotland’ is to take a more integrated approach to economic development and the
Network is delivering this both nationally and locally. At a national level, for example, our
application of the clusters methodology ensures that we integrate our activity and target resources
towards intervention that will benefit an entire “sector”. Cluster projects and outputs are illustrated
throughout the plan and key initiatives include:
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� Continued support for the development of ‘Pacific Quay’, this comprises three main elements: a
“mid urban” business park offering occupants high bandwidth connectivity; the Glasgow Science
Centre - Scotland’s largest “Millennium” project; and the “Digital Media Campus”, which will
house a new headquarters and production facility for BBC Scotland.

� The Dundee Medipark, is a key part of the Biotech cluster to ensure that Dundee builds on its
position as a global centre of high value life science research and commercialisation.

� A way of working across the Network that ensures that we target our activity towards businesses
in key clusters and sectors. For example, through our international activity on inward and trade
development is focussed on businesses in key sectors.

As anticipated in ‘A Smart Successful Scotland’, it should be noted that a number of approaches that
encourage integration, underpin all of our work:

� Partnership   
� Sustainable Development
� Equalities Mainstreaming
� Social Justice
� Rural Development

A description of how these approaches are applied is set out at the end of this plan and project
examples are incorporated throughout it.

As we become increasingly customer focused, much greater emphasis throughout our operations is
being placed on understanding and responding to our customers needs, through the integration and
tailoring of our services. At a local level, we are playing a lead role in the development of Local
Economic Forums and the delivery of their plans. This will help to integrate more effectively our
activities with those of our partners. Our own internal ‘Business Transformation’ process will help
ensure that this happens
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Table 1: Priority targets for the Scottish Enterprise Network for 2002/03

PRIORITY TARGETS Target
02/03

Target ½

GROWING BUSINESSES
Landmark Initiatives
Initial implementation of Intermediate Technology Institutes
Design seed capital ‘fund of funds’
Targets
Business start ups assisted 8,000 7,200
 - high growth 175 140
 - women 3,040 2,670
 - residents from disadvantaged areas 1 850 625
Account managed businesses showing improved innovation performance 2 500 New
Organisations assisted to market and transact on-line 1,425 1,100
Organisations assisted to launch new products/services and implement
processes

520 380

Academic and company spin outs assisted 50 New
Businesses assisted in achieving recognised environmental standards 50 40

GLOBAL CONNECTIONS
Landmark Initiatives
Deliver the Globalscot project
Implement Project Atlas
Development of Pacific Quay
Targets
Organisations in key industries assisted to participate internationally 550 New
 - new exporters and existing exporters to new markets (in key industries) 500 New
 - other initiatives in key industries (e.g. Joint ventures, strategic alliances) 50 New
Planned new jobs through Foreign Direct Investment of a research, design and
development nature

900 New

Broadband hubs in Scotland providing high quality telecom services at
competitive prices

3 New

Accommodation provided for key industries (sq. m) 80,000 New
New international business transport links established as a result of our
influence

3 New

Highly skilled individuals retained or attracted to Scotland (pilot) 100 New

                                                          
1
 Disadvantaged areas: taken as the worst 10% of postcode areas in the deprivation index and designated SIP (social

inclusion partnership) areas
2 Businesses showing improved innovation performance: improvement against a detailed action plan on how a business is
taking forward 14 business growth characteristics including visionary leadership, organisational culture, international
perspective, innovation, and the use of e-business.

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library3/enterprise/sss-00.asp
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PRIORITY TARGETS Target
02/03

Target ½

SKILLS AND LEARNING
Landmark Initiatives
Contribute to the review of lifelong learning and respond to its outcomes
Deliver ‘Get Ready for Work’ for people with additional support needs
Targets
Adults in work-based training and development activities 8,200 New
 - adult participants from disadvantaged areas 2,600 New
Adults still in employment 3 months after leaving training 2,800 New
Participants in Modern Apprenticeships 20,000 17,500
Modern Apprenticeships achieved 5,000 4,000
Low paid staff with low level qualifications undertaking core skills
development

2,200 New

Investors in People first time recognitions and reviews 800 New

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION TARGETS
Positive image rating from Corporate Scotland and Industry Bodies >50% New
Level of customer satisfaction (scale: 1-4) 3.3 New
Customer Chartermark for network Achieved New
Partnership satisfaction (Local Economic Forums/Community Planning) Define

measure

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT TARGETS
Consistent products available to the whole Network 5 new
Benefits achieved through our own Business Transformation process £15 million new
Successfully align Careers Scotland Completed new

PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT TARGETS
Investors in People accreditation for Network Achieved new
Staff satisfaction rating (internal) – establish benchmark Achieved new
New Premier Advisers 320 new
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Introduction

The purpose of this operating plan is to provide a comprehensive description of what the Scottish
Enterprise Network will deliver in the year ahead. Its structure demonstrates a clear link between the
broad messages of the Network’s strategic direction and its operations. This direction is described
using the three themes and twelve priorities of “A Smart, Successful Scotland – Ambitions for the
Scottish Enterprise Network”

The changes  - or ‘outcomes’ that are required in the Scottish economy for the strategy to be
effective are set out in “Measuring Scotland’s Progress Towards A Smart Successful Scotland” and
this provides the frame of reference for this plan.  These required changes are set out in the plan and
influence the focus and actions of Scottish Enterprise. The plan describes the contribution that the
specific outputs we will deliver this year will make to these longer term changes in the economy. The
resources required to achieve this are also set out, along with a series of projects illustrating what we
are undertaking.

Importantly, whilst the plan considers each of the strategic priorities in turn, they are mutually
supportive and inter-dependent. To illustrate this, the projects mentioned often cross-refer to other
priorities.

A Balanced Scorecard

In addition to setting out our overall proposals in this way, we recognise that we need to plan and
manage the performance of the factors that drive our performance. We have learned from and
applied industry best practice in this area and are starting to use a ‘balanced scorecard’ to enhance
our overall approach to planning and performance management.

The performance of Scottish Enterprise in contributing to the Scottish economy is actually achieved
through our relationships with our customers and partners; our efficiency and effectiveness is
enhanced by our business processes; and, above all it is the people that work for Scottish Enterprise
that deliver these processes, build the relationships and thus deliver the required performance. There

Global Connections
• digital connections
• global markets
• attractive location
• people choosing Scotland

Learning & Skills
• labour market
• young people
• unemployment gap
• training demand

Growing Business
• entrepreneurial dynamism
• e-business
• research & innovation
• key sectors

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library3/enterprise/sss-00.asp
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is a clear relationship between each of these factors and our overall performance and we have set
targets for each.
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CREATING, CONNECTING and LEARNING FASTER

“Scotland needs to re-establish its entrepreneurial drive for a new age, to increase the number of new
businesses and growing businesses” (A Smart, Successful Scotland, January 2001).

Scotland can and must improve its economic performance. A sustained uplift in Scotland’s
productivity performance will require creating a climate more conducive to entrepreneurial success,
improving the operation of the Scottish labour market and better connecting Scottish-based
enterprises to global opportunities. Change will not happen overnight but the clear strategy of ‘A
Smart Successful Scotland’ sets the foundation for sustained improvement and Scottish Enterprise is
now well placed to deliver against this.

This operating plan recognises that development of the three key themes Global Connections,
Growing Businesses and Learning and Skills must be progressed in a balanced, integrated and
sustainable manner.

1.0 Growing Business – Ensuring Scotland is a fast learning, high earning nation

With higher skills sustaining higher wages and employment growth, other countries have shown that
significantly increased productivity is attainable. Although Scotland’s strongest businesses are the
equal of any, we have many more under-performing enterprises. The challenge is to, help those with
potential to match the best, to improve performance, create jobs, raise incomes and put Scotland on a
higher growth path. Raising the long term growth rate of the Scottish economy will be critical in
closing the productivity gap with other leading nations.

1.1 Fostering entrepreneurial dynamism and creativity

“Scotland needs to re-establish its entrepreneurial drive for a new age, to increase the number of new
businesses and growing businesses” (A Smart, Successful Scotland, January 2001).

What needs to change in the Scottish economy to bring this about ?

Key to Scotland’s economy becoming more productive will be the development of a more innovative
business base. This will require existing firms to:

� continually introduce new products
� seek better delivery of their products
� introduce new ideas.

The Scottish business birth rate remains below the UK average. Much good work has been done to
address this problem but the start up gap remains high. Scotland must realise its entrepreneurial
potential. This is in terms of quality, with more companies being set up that can grow quickly. It is
also in terms of quantity, with more people setting up in business particularly those from sections of
society that have previously been under represented in this area. Addressing those key issues will
lead to changes in the Scottish economy that can be measured by the:

� number of high growth firms (business starts)
� new business starts per 10,000 population
� proportion of innovative firms.
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The focus of Scottish Enterprise

We have listened to Scotland’s business community and taken their views on board. We will
increasingly focus our interventions to meet the specific needs of customers. We will work very
closely with a smaller number of customers in a more intense manner to achieve a higher value
impact on the wider economy. This will be through ‘account management’ giving intense customer
focussed support. We will reach more customers by providing services through new ‘channels’, such
as the internet.

In summary, the changes we hope will stimulate within the economy will result in:
� an increase in the number of Scottish organisations who show and develop visionary leadership

and as a result sustain their competitive position;
� a widespread and embedded culture of innovation within all organisations, including the social

economy;
� a much higher understanding of, and commitment to, social and environmental responsibility;
� a stronger entrepreneurial culture where the rate at which new businesses set up in Scotland is

growing steadily (and this will include people of all groups of race, age, gender, physical
disability or social status);

� an increased contribution of education to the development of entrepreneurship, with enterprise in
education being a central part of Scottish Enterprise’s ongoing review of lifelong learning and
skills.

� the market for the provision of premises, sites and infrastructure required for the successful
development of Scotland's economy becoming more efficient and effective.

The actions of Scottish Enterprise

We will increasingly tailor our activity to meet the needs of our customers, maximising the
consistency of our work across Scotland and reducing potential confusion. An important element of
this will involve implementing the action plans prepared by the Local Economic Forums (LEFs)
across Scotland.

We have developed a framework to help us understand and address the specific needs of our
customers, especially in relation to their capacity to innovate. It is being used to segment the
‘market’ for our support, enabling us to target our activity to where it is most required.

Innovative firms tend to adopt sustainable development practices and we will encourage this. We
will also assist organisations to become involved in corporate social responsibility, as international
best practice identifies this as a key contributor to innovation.

Scottish Enterprise’s role in increasing the number and quality of new businesses in Scotland has
recently been reviewed and the actions we will carry out are clear. It will not be about sweeping
aside everything that was done in the nineties – the review by the Fraser of Allander Institute and the
subsequent consultation was clear that there were many areas of good practice to build on. We will
play to our strengths and focus on where we can make the greatest impact in terms of both quantity
and quality.

� We will build on the early success of the Small Business Gateway to increase the consistency of
the tailored services we provide to customers across the country. This will include support for
social economy organisations.

� We will target our activity towards two key market ‘segments’:
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� Start ups with the potential to grow quickly and ensure that potential is realised
� Start ups from groups within the economy who have a lower propensity to start a new

business i.e. women, members of disadvantaged communities, members of ethnic
minority communities and young people , this also demonstrates our commitment to
social justice.

� We will concentrate on ensuring that those businesses we help to start up actually survive and
grow.

We will also help provide inspiration, motivation and information to people to support a stronger
culture of entrepreneurialism – working in partnership with the education sector will be critical to
this.

In addition, all the start-ups we support will receive aftercare support if needed and we will
increasingly be looking to technology and the web to increase access to our support.

We will support organisations in the social economy where we can identify objectives that are
compatible with our own.

We will also work to develop the physical conditions in which businesses flourish. We have always
helped develop the most appropriate property for businesses, but how we do this has been changing.
We are working with developers to assist them provide the property solutions for businesses, helping
the market to ‘adjust’.

These are examples of projects that we will carry out to bring about this change.

Small Business Gateway (£18m)
The Small Business Gateway provides a range of quality services primarily to new and small
businesses in Scotland.  It includes an information service to all businesses, assistance for would-be
entrepreneurs wishing to start a business and a series of initiatives aimed at making existing small
businesses grow. Last year we responded to enquiries from more than 100,000 customers.
Independent quality surveys have revealed very high satisfaction level among customers with 86%
being satisfied or very satisfied with the service and 76% confirming that they would use it again and
would recommend it to others.

The "Business Gateway" proposed by Local Economic Forum and endorsed by the Minister will
extend this success to provide an enhanced range of services to all businesses.  

Business Growth Fund (£2.6m) (BGF) provides loans to businesses that can demonstrate
commercial viability and growth potential, but which have a gap in the funding they require to gain.
BGF is targeted at small start-ups and growing companies. It provides loans of between £20k -
£100k. This is the fourth year of BGF and over the three year pilot period, BGF has received more
than 250 applications, of which almost 130 have been funded to the value of £8.5m.  The BGF has
recently been evaluated and this initial success will be developed further.

Expert Help (£1m) aims to improve the performance of SMEs by raising the level of innovation and
technical ability. It helps improve the awareness of external advice in supplementing the skills and
expertise within growing companies.
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Get into Enterprise (£Xm) provides a comprehensive and experiential insight into running a
business. It has been specifically developed to help more individuals who suffer ‘exclusion’ to
develop their core and business skills and build their confidence and self-esteem. We have trained
over 200 organisations dealing with helping clients from disadvantaged communities across Scotland
to help stimulate the culture that supports entrepreneurialism.

The Operational Efficiency Programme (£Xm), managed by SE Tayside on behalf of the Network
as part of the Food & Drink Cluster strategy, will help companies to identify opportunities to reduce
factory operating costs and increase business performance, as well as educating factory managers in
all aspects of cost measurement and control on the factory floor.  The objective of the project is to
embed good practice to aid future business growth.

The Scottish Institute of Sustainable Technology Ltd. (SISTech) (£xm) is a partnership between
Scottish Enterprise and Heriot-Watt University. It has been established to create a centre of
excellence in Scotland to promote the practical delivery of sustainable development through business
development, education, and research & development.

SE Renfrewshire with SE Lanarkshire and SE Dunbartonshire are delivering the Leadership
Development Programme for key personnel within the Social Economy.

The Biotechnology Cluster is contributing to the specialist property provision required by new-start
Biotech firms through the development at the City Science and Robroyston sites in Glasgow
(£0.9m).

The development of a new business park at Prestwick (£2m) aimed at the aerospace sector will
enhance Scotland's competitiveness within the international aerospace sector.  This will lead to the
creation of over 1,700 jobs over the next 10 years and further develop the area's growing success in
attracting new aerospace companies.

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:
� Support 8,000 new business starts, of which

� 175 will be high growth
� 3,040 will be started by women
� 850 will be started by residents of disadvantaged communities
� 630 will be start by young people under the age of 26
� 70 will be started by individuals from an ethnic minority background

� assist 900 companies develop plans to improve innovation performance of which 500 will
demonstrate improvement in performance

� support 50 companies to achieve recognised environmental standards
� assist 300 high technology companies
� increase the number of specialist technology venture capitalists operating in Scotland by 3.

We will also see the following:

� In Forth Valley we will deliver increased support for social inclusion through the ‘SiP into
Business Project’ (£0.1m) which supports business start up and self-employment opportunities
for residents of disadvantaged communities.

� In Dumfries and Galloway we will help pilot the ‘Young Leadership Programme’ (£Xm) in
conjunction with the NFU. 30 young farmers will require business training (£Xm)
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� We will deliver the ‘Grampian Waste Minimisation Project’ (Business WINS) which is aimed at
increasing business competitiveness and efficiency through waste reduction and energy
conservation.

� We will support Business Mentoring Scotland to deliver 250 mentoring relationships.
� This Microelectronics Cluster will assist firms to develop advanced manufacturing processes and
      exploit emergent technologies and new markets.
� VIBES Awards - Scottish Enterprise supports this Scottish competition designed to encourage

business efficiency and competitiveness through improving environmental performance.

We will commit £75m to this priority area.
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1.2 Encouraging e-business and e-society

“E-business innovation in existing as well as new firms, offers us a major opportunity to modernise
our economy.  E-business not only improves the efficiency of existing structures and supply chains;
in many cases it leads to a transformation in the nature of those industries…” (A Smart, Successful
Scotland, January 2001)

What needs to change in the Scottish economy to bring this about ?
Our ‘E-business Benchmarking Study’ recently revealed that 29% of businesses in Scotland are now
trading online. This compares to the UK figure of 27% and leads all other benchmarked countries.
However the study also highlighted the limited use of more complex e-business applications.
Integrating e-business within businesses through use of these applications will ultimately provide the
key to competitiveness and profitability.

This is clearly good news for Scotland and significant progress has been made towards adoption of e-
business within Scottish businesses.  There is, however, no room for complacency as revealed in a
survey of ‘e-business adoption by Scottish Businesses’. The survey revealed that most companies in
Scotland see e-business as a cost to the business.

Scotland’s economy will increasingly rely upon a wide range of e-business approaches designed to
enhance business productivity. More businesses will need to market and transact on-line (including
trading on-line, that is ordering and paying on-line with either customers or suppliers). Increased
Broadband usage offers the capability to perform faster, more complex and high volume e-activities
thereby allowing more information to be transferred at greater speeds. This will lead to changes in
the Scottish economy that can be measured by:
� the percentage of businesses trading on-line
� the proportion of business activity transacted through e-business
� share of businesses using broadband

The focus of Scottish Enterprise
The objective of Scottish Enterprise in e-business is to accelerate the competitive capability of
organisations and individuals through the development and use of e-business applications.

In summary, the long term changes we would like to see are:
� e-business central to the way in which Scottish organisations operate
� a world class software and e-business sector
� a high level of skills in the workplace for e-business
� Scotland's strengths as a leading e-economy recognised nationally and internationally
� A robust m-business supply sector and widespread demand for its application3

� Scotland positioned among the global leaders in e-learning

The actions of Scottish Enterprise

                                                          
3 m-business (mobile business): any transmission of data over mobile/wireless networks, can be seen as e-Business “on

the move” and represents the next real big shift in the development of e-business
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We have been building on our increasing understanding and experience of helping businesses adapt
to the challenges of e-business, by helping companies better understand how it can improve their
competitiveness: we will focus increasingly on the motivation of all customers to take action.

We will influence the development of e-business by accelerating the competitive capability of
organisations through the development and use of e-business applications. This will be achieved by
addressing all four levers for more e-business:
� Accelerating uptake
� Developing software and e-business supply sector
� Developing the right skills
� Creating the right environment and infrastructure (see section below on digital connectivity)

To do this, we will build on the steps  - or ‘ladder’ – that has been developed to illustrate how an
organisation can progress to become truly e-enabled. We will provide targeted support to
organisations at the various stages on this development path to enable them to make progress from
simply raising awareness through more effective use of the web on to re-engineering business
models to fully exploit its potential. This will be achieved through:

� on-line information sources such as www.scottish-enterprise.com/ebusiness
� integrated support package of strategic workshops and tactical seminars
� one to one advice from expert consultants
� working with key industry partners, both locally and internationally.

Specifically in response to the Knowledge Economy Taskforce, we will help develop the business
and language skills in the workforce that are necessary for Scotland to be a leading European centre
of e-business. In developing these skills, we will also consider what can be done to take advantage of
e-learning and commercial opportunities in the global market for educational software.

We will promote the economic inclusion of disadvantaged people into economic activity by
overcoming actual or perceived barriers, preventing the emergence of a “digital divide”. (See
‘expanding digital connectivity’ section).

Examples of our learning that we are applying

Strategic Review of e-business
The strategic review of e-business activity found evidence of market failure in the provision of
information to firms that wished to pursue a strategy of e-integration. Examples of good practice
were found both in the national intervention programmes such as E-Comm 2001 as well as within
LECs. This learning has been applied to enable the development of a consistent approach to e-
business support across the Network.

These are examples of projects that we will carry out to bring about this change

E-learning (£1.6m) We are taking forward a number of activities and flowing the recommendations
of the Knowledge Economy Taskforce, focusing in a number of areas including promotion,
development of supply capabilities and stimulating demand. This includes:
� development of an E-Learning Business Alliance to bring together those involved in the

commercial development of E-Learning.

http://www.scottish-enterprise.com/ebusiness
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� Within the HE/FE sector to develop a "Centre of Excellence" in Scotland aimed at improving the
capabilities of our institutions to grasp opportunities offered by E-Learning such as accessing
global markets.

� An innovative project utilising E-Learning to develop IT skills in disadvantaged communities.
� The “Learning on Demand” programme run by Stanford Research Institute. This gives one -to -

one access to leading researchers to address specific e-learning questions, and gives access to a
global forum of industry players. By joining, SE can introduce between 6 and 10 SMEs to the
programme for around a 75% discount per company.

Soft skills web-based learning package will be developed and be available to all IT undergraduate
and postgraduate students to enable them to develop ‘soft skills’ appropriate for the needs of
employers in the Information Technology sector and companies employing graduates in large in-
house development and support centres.  The tools developed will be easily accessible by all IT
undergraduates, postgraduates and unemployed graduates. The content will be flexible and be
relevant to a variety of career roles in different sectors e.g. financial services, biotechnology and life
sciences

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:
� support 1,425 organisations to market and transact on line
� support 25 organisations re-engineer their business model through e-business

We will also see the following:
� A concerted effort in Forth Valley to drive up local demand for ICT broadband.
� The hosting of an E-learning conference in Renfrewshire designed to raise awareness amongst

local companies of the opportunities for developing e-business.
� The e-forestry Forum, an industry led project to drive out costs in the wood chain through the

application of e-business solutions
� ‘Services to Software’ in Glasgow will provide specialist business development advice to

maximise the potential for commercialisation. 90 companies and will be supported including 10
new high growth start ups and 8 spin outs from education and research.

� Webforce project in Glasgow will provide help to companies to maximise their return on e -
business involvement and particularly focus on companies that are failing to achieve a real return
from their existing web presence.

� development of ‘four minute wonders’ an online music video production scheme where
participants develop and produce and their own visual ideas. Participants receive feedback on
their work to ensure a beneficial learning experience.

� The launch in Tayside of  ‘Interactive Tayside’ which is a website for digital media companies in
Tayside.

We will commit £10m to this priority area.

http://www.scottish-enterprise.com/about/lecs/tayside/contact/
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1.3 Promoting commercialisation of research and innovation

 “Innovation and the commercialisation of new technologies are vital to boosting productivity…”  (A
Smart, Successful Scotland, January 2001)

What needs to change in the Scottish economy to bring this about ?
If Scotland is to be successful economically, the ideas and innovation that many people have need to
be converted into business applications. The investment in research and development (R&D) by
businesses in Scotland is lower than most competitors. Increasing the level of investment is critical.
This will also help stimulate the demand for high quality research capability in Scottish universities.
Another commercialisation route will be via spin outs from Universities. Spinouts, collaborative
ventures and partnerships will all be key to increasing R&D and ensuring its commercial application.

This will lead to changes in the Scottish economy that can be measured by:
� the levels of business investment in R&D as a proportion of GDP
� the number of academic spinouts
� the number of patents filed (academic and industry)

The focus of Scottish Enterprise
Organisations constantly have to find new ways to innovate in the design and delivery of their
products and services. Our priority is to ensure that as many organisations as possible within
Scotland focus increasingly on exploiting the value inherent in the knowledge they or their potential
collaborators possess. This will be achieved by stimulating the provision of key infrastructure and
helping to change attitudes.

In the long term we will see:
� the creation of self-sustaining, innovative organisations, investing in research and development

that turns ideas into new products and processes;
� more successful links between universities and businesses leading to successful spin-outs from

education and commercial research;
� an integrated approach to research and development support across the public sector.

The actions of Scottish Enterprise
We will provide direct support to organisations that leads to the commercialisation of Scotland’s
research and science base. This will enable them to launch new products and implement process
improvements. We also aim to build and maintain better knowledge about helping organisations
overcome barriers to innovation and commercialisation, such as access to finance and the protection
of intellectual property. One key project for Scottish Enterprise will be the implementation of
Intermediate Technology Institutes (below).

We will identify, quantify and share best practice in this area, particularly through networks and
collaborative ventures between businesses and universities that promote increased innovation.

Examples of our learning that we are applying

Commercialisation of Research and Innovation - Strategic Overview
One key programme delivered in the support of commercialisation is Enterprise Fellowships. These
help young research fellows take the step from academia to business by providing financial input and
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tailored advice. An interim evaluation of its effectiveness helped to strengthen the Network’s policy
and led to changes in partners’ activity so that they started to respond to market failure in this area.

These are examples of projects that we will carry out during 2002/03 to contribute to changes
in the Scottish economy

Intermediate Technology Institutes (£1.4m) we will start the process of implementing the
“Intermediate Technology Institutes” to ensure that Scotland has the right infrastructure to accelerate
the commercialisation of research and the creation of new high growth technology companies. This
will build on the recent success of the Research Fellowships and Proof of Concept fund. Intermediate
Technology Institutes represent a market and demand driven approach to R&D and will be geared
towards exploitation of developments by new start ups and existing company base. They will have an
independent physical presence to act as a focal point for market and funding contact. The main
achievements for developing ITI’s this year will be completion of the draft Institute proposal and
detailed action plan. In particular the second half of this year will see the formal initiation of at least
one Institute with full implementation of this project being developed over several years.

Proof of Concept Fund (£5m) is an initiative aimed at universities, NHS trusts and research
institutes. Its purpose is to help turn academic research into successful commercial ventures. It
supports leading-edge technologies in Scotland's academic institutions and aims to help budding
entrepreneurs working in Scottish Universities, Research Institutes and NHS Trusts export
innovation from the lab to the global marketplace.

It concentrates on early-stage ideas, which have typically reached patent level and could lead to the
creation of new businesses, or licensing of innovative technologies.

It is recognised that the projects supported are high risk and will generally take several years to
become commercially viable investments, thus the Proof of Concept Fund represents a powerful
commitment to encouraging Scottish innovation and exploiting research know-how to maximum
effect.

The Biosciences Business Advisory Service (£0.2m) provides advice and guidance to pre-start and
early-stage biotech companies. It supports companies through the difficult early stages from
company formation to reaching investor ready status

Edinburgh University - Stanford Link (£1.3m) is a five-year collaborative programme between
Edinburgh University and Stanford University, California.  Worth £6m, the project aims to establish
Scotland as a global leader in the commercial development of language technology (i.e. speech
recognition) and boost the country’s reputation as a centre for research and design.

Benefits to Scotland include:
� a stream of highly skilled, commercially aware graduates with the most up to date and cutting

edge training in language technologies anywhere in the world’
� New spin-out companies and the high value, high skilled jobs that will go along with that.
� A growing reputation as a country which encourages innovation and facilitates its

commercialisation - and is attractive to inward investors.
� The development of the kind of entrepreneurial culture in our universities and research institutes

which Stanford and Silicon Valley is renowned for.
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Benefits to Scottish business:
� Access to Scottish post-graduates equipped with the kind of high level communications

technology skills to help address the skills gaps identified in this sector.
� Early access to world-leading technology which could help give them the competitive edge

Small Company Innovation Support (SCIS) (£1.1m) provides vital financial support for projects
that lead to the development and introduction of new products and processes. It aims to support
individual companies increase their R&D by offering support for the development of new
product/processes.

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:
� assist business launch 520 new products and process improvements
� assist 50 spin outs from business and academic institutions
� assist businesses acquire 70 licences to exploit intellectual property.
� Support 100 collaborative ventures and partnerships involving universities and businesses
� Assist 170 businesses make applications for innovation funding.

We will also see the following:
� Development of a national plan for Bio-informatics by SE Edinburgh and the Lothians designed

to link the work of two key sectors, Information Industries and Biotechnology. The plan will
describe our intention to encourage networks amongst local organisations and increase
commercial interaction.

� Opening of the “Graduate Enterprise Pre-Incubator” (£Xm) at Scion House in Stirling. This
project is the result of a partnership between Scottish Enterprise Forth Valley and Stirling
University’s commercialisation team.

� Launch the National Technology Transfer Office for the NHS in Scotland (£0.1m) to assist with
the commercialisation of Scotland’s life science research generated by NHS Trusts

� The results of a review conducted by SE Renfrewshire into best practice within undergraduate
teaching in Analogue Design in order to provide a benchmark study that examines Scotland’s
performance in this field against the rest of the world.

We will commit £26m to this priority area.
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1.4 Global success in key sectors

“We need to raise our productivity in all sectors, including manufacturing, building on strengths
whilst helping address structural changes taking place in the economy….”  (A Smart, Successful
Scotland, January 2001)

What needs to change in the Scottish economy to bring this about ?
There is considerable scope for productivity improvement in most sectors. This will require action
not only at the level of individual firms, but also across industries. This requires improvements in
support services, academic institutions, the process for conducting business and sharing knowledge.
This will lead to changes in the Scottish economy that can be measured by:
� the productivity levels in Scottish industry (Gross value added per filled job)
� a knowledge based industries index (to be developed)
� the number of new Global/European headquarters locally in Scotland

The focus of Scottish Enterprise
Scottish Enterprise has worked with a number of industries to develop a clusters approach to help
focus our resources where they create maximum advantage to build the industry as a whole. This
approach also helps us develop strong national and international cluster networks and increase
international recognition for Scotland as a centre of excellence in specific key activities. In summary,
our approach will help to stimulate the following change within the economy:
� an improvement in Scotland’s position on international competitiveness league tables;
� an increase in the level of venture finance attracted to Scotland;
� the generation of more joint ventures and strategic alliances between key organisations that bring

benefit to an entire cluster;

The actions of Scottish Enterprise
A clusters approach is being applied by us the following priority areas: Biotechnology, Creative
Industries, Food & Drink, Forest Industries, Optoelectronics, Microelectronics, and Tourism. Similar
principles have also been applied to a number of other industrial sectors and Tourism.

Similar principles have also been applied to a number of other industrial sectors and, to date, there is
leadership across the Network from the following business units on:
� Chemicals SE Forth Valley
� Energy SE Grampian
� Financial Services SE Edinburgh and Lothian
� Textiles SE Borders
� Communications Technologies SE National

In addition, two LECs are co-ordinating our activity in respect of aerospace (SE Ayrshire) and
electronics (SE Renfrewshire).

Examples of our learning that we are applying

Review of Pilot Clusters - one year on
A recent review of our cluster activity in three industry groups where the approach has been applied
longest – Biotechnology, Food & Drink and Microelectronics revealed that overall, we have made
progress and there is strong backing to continue from customers in Scotland and observers from
abroad.  The review concluded that moving to the next stage requires ‘step-changes’ in projects and
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approaches that are focussed on shifting our emphasis from identifying where we should intervene to
broaden and accelerate the impact on industry. Whilst accelerating the progress of clusters will not
be easy, the Network will continue to innovate in this area and in particular integrate activity from
across the themes of the strategy.

These are examples of projects that we will be carried out during 2002/03 to contribute to
changes in the Scottish economy

Dundee Medipark (£1.3m) development, flanked by Ninewells Hospital and Medical School and
the Technology Park, forms part of the BioDundee programme and the wider transformation of
Dundee. The Medipark is key to ensuring that Dundee sustains its position as a global centre of high
value life science research and commercialisation. The development will:

� provide world class facilities to support the spin out of companies from research and innovation
at Ninewells Hospital and Medical School and the University of Dundee;

� extend the global reach of Tayside companies; to continue to attract top class researchers;
� capture the spirit of entrepreneurialism among those wishing to commercialise their knowledge.

This project, an innovative joint venture between the Network and the Hospital Trust, is developing
an area of 18 acres within the grounds of the Hospital with scope for up to 10 buildings.

The Digital Media Parks in Glasgow (£4.8m) and Dundee (£0.4m) will help to enhance the critical
mass of the Creative Industries in Scotland through the attraction of new businesses and the growth
of existing business as well as raising the profile of Scotland as an international centre of excellence
in digital media.

Centre of Excellence for Timber Engineering, Napier University - will support the Scottish
Forest Industry cluster vision of promoting timber as a sustainable and innovative building material.
It will increase student numbers and level of qualifications in timber engineering, increase the
amount of research funding devoted to timber, contribute to sustainable development through
supporting a rural industry, encourage the substitute of imported construction material, and
encourage the use of certified, renewable material.   By stimulating the market for timber the project
will help pull through jobs and investment in Scottish industry.

As part of its Strategic Sites Initiative (£0.2m), Scottish Enterprise Glasgow has identified a key
site in the central business district of Glasgow adjacent to Strathclyde University that will be
dedicated to Science and Technology. The proposed development will provide 60,000 sq. m of new
business space, the majority of which will be devoted to research and technology. Working with the
three Glasgow universities the initiative will target the business-science led industries of the future
including software, e-business, optoelectronics, advanced engineering and life sciences.

These are the specific measures that will gauge the success of Scottish Enterprise over the
period of 002/03.

� Increase the participation of businesses in cluster activity by 500
� Support 30 joint ventures and strategic alliances by Cluster participants

We will also see the following:
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� Development of the Research Centre for TV and Interactivity, (£0.1m) as part of the creative
industries clusters. This Glasgow based project aims to deepen and widen service provision,
enabling companies to take advantage of the market demand for quality programmes, their
content and the growth of digital media programmes.

� Start of a specialist learning journey for 20 software companies in Grampian. The companies will
visit both California and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to develop
internationalisation opportunities.

� Launch of the Health Enhancing Foods Centre (£Xm) hosted in Aberdeen’s Rowett Research
Institute. The Centre will act as a catalyst for new innovative product development, raise the
international profile of the Scottish food and drink industry and facilitate commercialisation of
the research base.

� Launch of a “Food Innovation Centre” in Ayrshire (£Xm). This project is a key element of our
Food Cluster project and is designed to provide technical advisory and research services to the
industry.

Our total commitment to this work for 2001/02 is £40m and there is an on-going review to establish
the future approach to applying a clusters methodology to specific sectors. Given the broad ranging
nature of our cluster approach, the activities are spread throughout the Network and contribute to a
large number of our priority targets. For example, 20% of our spin out targets will be in bio-
technology; 32 new products and processes launched will be in creative industries; 14 organisations
assisted to transact on line will be in the food cluster; the pilot project to attract and retain key
individuals is targeted at the microelectronics cluster.
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2.0. Global Connections – Ensuring Scotland is a globally connected European nation
The recent publication of the Global Connections strategy has provided increased clarity to the
changing role of the Scottish Enterprise Network in this area. In essence, we need to position
Scotland as a country seeped in knowledge and skills.  This also requires us to have a much closer
relationship between what we do in international markets and support to business growth
domestically.

In summary it means:

Knowledge out: Taking Scottish knowledge, skills and ideas to the rest of the world - leading to
more Scottish companies, organisations and academic institutes becoming active in the global
economy through alliances, strategic partnerships, buying and selling technology, trading links and
direct and indirect investment overseas in addition to exporting

Knowledge in: Bringing knowledge, skills and ideas into Scotland. This will lead to more “higher
value” service and technology based, research, design and development, inward investment projects,
in addition to the more traditional “market access” types. We will aim to increase flows of
“knowledge in” to Scotland in other forms, such as the greater involvement of foreign venture capital
in financing Scottish company growth, and increased levels of licensing of technologies by overseas
companies and academia to Scotland.

People:  Promoting Scotland as a place where people choose to pursue their careers, this represents
another valuable way in which knowledge can be attracted into our economy.  

2.1 Expanding digital connectivity

 “Scotland can be a leading edge digital nation – not only a digital economy but a digital society.  In
doing so we would become one of the best places in the world from which to trade electronically.
But success demands that Scotland is at the cutting edge of accessible, ubiquitous and competitive
connections.  This includes tackling the challenges of connectivity for more remote rural or
disadvantaged urban locations and addressing digital exclusion…..”  (A Smart, Successful Scotland,
January 2001)

What needs to change in the Scottish economy to bring this about ?
Key to Scotland’s attractiveness as a global economy will be the extent to which it is globally
connected. It will be important therefore to ensure that the overall level of digital connectivity for
households and businesses is increased. This increase will become a virtuous circle where more
businesses will have a greater incentive to go online if more households are online. Re-enforcing
this, more households will be tempted to go online if more businesses and government services are
available online.

It will be important however to ensure that a ‘digital divide’ does not occur, with the more excluded
sections of society gaining access to the internet at a slower rate than the rest of the country.

This will lead to changes in the Scottish economy that can be measured by:
� the geographic coverage of broadband
� the share of the population online
� the share of the population in SIPs and other fragile areas with internet access
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The focus of Scottish Enterprise
The Network’s contribution to these changes in the economy will promote the geographic extension
of broadband coverage, and connections to the Internet, principally by starting to implement the
ATLAS project (see below).

Our long term objectives are :
� To ensure high-bandwidth access is available to those who need it;
� To create a positive image of Scotland’s Information and Communications Technology (ICT)

infrastructure and services;
� To improve ICT access to address the ‘digital divide’.

The actions of Scottish Enterprise
Given the scale of the task and the role of both public and private partners the Network’s actions will
be geared towards influencing the provision and application of digital connectivity. We will achieve
a better understanding of the key drivers of change underpinning the digital economy and apply this
understanding to help influence the actions of others.

We will work closely with telecommunications companies and the Scottish Executive to ensure that
the growing digital demands of businesses and people are met through the provision of appropriate
infrastructure and high bandwidth connectivity. Innovative solutions will be sought to ensure access
to broadband is available within rural areas of Scotland to both private and public sectors.

These are examples of projects that we will carry out during 2002/03 to contribute to changes
in the Scottish economy

ATLAS (£5m) – Scottish Enterprise is working to increase the competitiveness of companies in
Scotland through the adoption of e-business. The provision of high quality telecoms at competitive
prices is a key requirement for achieving this goal.  In order to deliver the national
telecommunications system required to ensure Scotland’s future, project ATLAS will focus on
undertaking the following initiatives:

� Introduce a Telecoms Trading Exchange (TTE) web site that will provide a transparent, reliable
and impartial source of information on routed IP (Internet Protocol) service and prices, and a
trading function in routed IP which increases competition.

� Provide neutral telecoms capacity from Glasgow, Aberdeen and Edinburgh to London’s
international telecoms gateway. This will permit those Internet service providers and
telecommunications companies participating in the TTE to offer their services at competitive
prices in the Scottish market.

� Provide neutral telecoms infrastructure at key locations in Scotland where lack of neutral
facilities, open to all telecoms suppliers, is inhibiting competition. Initially, this is proposed for
selected business parks, which are owned or part owned by Scottish Enterprise.

In partnership with the Scottish Executive, we have recruited 8 Regional ICT Champions (£0.4m)
who have a major role to play in ensuring that communities most at risk of exclusion have the
opportunity, skills and confidence to take advantage of the revolution in on-line service provision.
The champions are key to ensuring a joined up approach to excluded users, building upon and adding
value to the services offered by national, regional and local programmes.
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Cybercafes (£0.5m) - two cybercafes are being developed within the Gorbals and Pollok areas of
Glasgow. They are tasked with 'digitally including' all local residents, with a focus on reaching the
neighbourhoods’ most excluded residents. The Gorbals cybercafe is being developed in partnership
with Glasgow City Council and the Pollock cybercafe in partnership with Greater Pollok
Development Company.

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:
� Support the development of 3 broadband hubs to provide high quality telecom services at

competitive prices
� Increase by 10% the number of publicly accessible computers in disadvantaged areas

We will also see the following:
� Deliver in Grampian an ICT Seminar designed to brief over 30 businesses on infrastructure

requirements in order for them to fully utilise the latest technology in information and
communications.

� Completion of the Digital Media Campus enabling works at Pacific Quay in Glasgow.
� Start of the infrastructure works for Dundee’s “Digital Media Park”. This project is designed to

develop a business park to serve and encourage the growth of the Creative Industries by the
provision of business accommodation with particular emphasis on the Digital Media Sector.

� The development in Tayside of a Department of Trade and Industry Initiative – “Powerline
Carrier Project”. This aims to demonstrate the capabilities of a novel delivery path for broadband
IP to a variety of different consumers in a rural community in Scotland via DSL and Power Line
Transmission technology.

We will commit £6m to this priority area.
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2.2 Increased involvement in global markets

“Many Scottish businesses urgently need to become more global in their outlook and operations.  We
need Scotland to show ambition and confidence, developing trading links, global alliances and
strategic partnerships.  We want to see the development of more global companies headquartered in
Scotland, which make a substantial contribution to the economic and social development of the
country.” (A Smart, Successful Scotland, January 2001)

What needs to change in the Scottish economy to bring this about ?
Scotland must continue to increase its involvement in global markets. Key to this will be not only the
number of firms exporting but those with wider global connectivity through wider links such as joint
ventures.

This will lead to changes in the Scottish economy that can be measured by:
� the proportion of employers exporting (Scottish manufactured exports)
� the proportion of employers with overseas alliances, operations, joint ventures, mergers and

acquisitions
� export sales per worker

The focus of Scottish Enterprise
Recent trends have led us to conclude that our international focus should broaden from supporting
exports out of the economy to a wider range of ways to support “knowledge” out of Scotland in ways
that generate value for Scotland. Further, we should move from simply attracting inward investment
into Scotland to a wider range of ways to attract valuable knowledge in to the economy (see next
section).

The actions of Scottish Enterprise
Our Global Connections Strategy has therefore been designed to provide the platform for broader
international participation. Its aim is to assist companies, particularly in key clusters and sectors, to
increase their involvement in global markets and to be global in their outlook.

We will do this by helping organisations to take knowledge, skills and ideas to the rest of the world.
This will lead to more Scottish companies, organisations and academic institutes becoming active in
the global economy through alliances, strategic partnerships, buying and selling technology, trading
links and direct and indirect investment overseas in addition to exporting.

Scottish Development International – An Integrated, Worldwide Organisation
In order to implement the broader agenda of the Global Connections Strategy, Scottish Enterprise
and the Scottish Executive agreed that a reorganisation and renaming of their joint venture
organisations was required.  The main operations of Scottish Development International, like its
predecessors Locate in Scotland (LiS) and Scottish Trade International (STI), is a joint venture
between the Scottish Executive and Scottish Enterprise.  The vision of Scottish Development
International is to be a fully integrated worldwide economic development sales organisation that
brings Scottish knowledge to the world and the world’s knowledge to Scotland.
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These are examples of projects that we will carry out during 2002/03 to contribute to changes
in the Scottish economy

Global Companies Development Programme (£0.7m) The success of Scottish exports is well
known, but many companies, especially in key high technology areas, have to consider overseas
operations, joint ventures, acquisitions and other forms of overseas investment. An initiative to
stimulate additional development of these companies, some of Scotland's most ambitious, is the
Global Companies Development Programme. This highly tailored programme enables companies
with significant international potential to consider and develop responses to the issues that influence
their international development.

Having more international companies with a Scottish HQ can have significant positive economic
impacts in output and jobs.  The programme has been devised specifically to enable more of these
companies to grow from Scotland.  Scottish Enterprise will be building on its success last year by
working closely with a further 18 companies in 2002/03 to help them develop and refine their
international development strategies and provide customised support for the main actions which
emerge

GlobalScot - a New International Network for Scotland (£0.2m) for individuals who have an
affiliation for Scotland and who want to contribute to and share in its economic success. They
principally work in business and key industry sectors. The network is distinct from other networks as
it is business and industry focused and has the following operating principles:

� Promoting Opportunity: members will be connected with specific areas of business and industry
opportunities based on their interests and expertise. Members will have the opportunity to
undertake roles (advisors, mentors, and advocates) that will be beneficial to our economic
development agenda.

� Developing Collective Ownership: The overall success of the network is dependent on building
trusted and valuable relationships amongst members. Partnership is a core principle that
underpins the development, ensuring that members have a clear stake in the network.

� Web-enabled Operations: The web provides a vehicle for global collaboration that will be
exploited. Whilst the network will not be web-centric, it will be web enabled allowing members
to access a range of ‘knowledge services’. These will include tools for on-line collaboration,
promoting Scotland and tailored information provision.

Star Centres - Four Scottish Technology and Research (STAR) centres have been established in the
USA to provide advice and assistance to Scottish companies as well as offering incubated office
premises.  They offer a number of value add facilities and support to Scottish companies. Including
market research and intelligence, business development support, matchmaking, networking
platforms, easy access to quality business space and professional advisors on logistical and fiscal
aspects of establishing a US presence. This support has enabled Scottish companies to fast track their
US market entry strategies

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:
� Support 550 organisations in key industries participate internationally, of which
� 500 new exporters and existing exporters to new markets in key industries
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� 50 other international initiatives in key industries e.g. joint ventures, strategic alliances, global
companies

� through foreign direct investment attract 900 research and development jobs and 420 jobs above
the £30k salary range.

We will also see the following:
� The hosting (in conjunction with the Department of Trade and Industry) a visit to Scotland from

key energy related personnel in targeted international markets such as the Middle East, Asia
Pacific, and South America.

We will commit £27m to this priority area.
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2.3 Ensuring Scotland is a globally attractive location

 “Today, all capital – physical, financial and human – is increasingly mobile.  Image, quality of life
and environment all matter.  Scotland needs to be a world class business location for the
globalisation programmes of overseas and domestic companies.  We need to tell the world about
Scotland and tell Scotland about the world.”  (A Smart, Successful Scotland, January 2001)

What needs to change in the Scottish economy to bring this about ?
Scotland must continue to build upon its reputation as a location for inward investment. For tourists
and for people to live and work, this will be influenced by a wide range of factors. Scotland’s
attractiveness as a global location must improve in a number of areas
� the skill level of the economy and the availability of high skilled jobs
� direct physical links with international destinations
� the quantity of visitors coming to Scotland from overseas

This will lead to changes in the Scottish economy that can be measured by:
� the number of graduates as proportion of the workforce
� the availability, frequency and cost of direct international transport links
� the amount of overseas and British visitor expenditure

The focus of Scottish Enterprise
Our priority here is to ensure that Scotland benefits from investment decisions that are aligned with
our aspiration to be a successful knowledge economy. A positive international image is a vital pre-
requisite and so in order to attract knowledge from overseas, we must present Scotland as an
innovative and inventive technology centre.

Our objectives are:
� To see a positive shift in perceptions of Scotland as a globally attractive location;
� Scotland having a competitive advantage as a preferred inward investment location;
� More of Scotland's inward investors becoming leading edge benchmark facilities within their

parent companies
� Scotland's real estate offering beating, or at least matching, that of competing economies
� Focus our regeneration actively on key sites that have a significant impact

The actions of Scottish Enterprise
Work in this area requires to be wide ranging, improving both the quality and perception of Scotland
as a place to so business. We will use our staff in overseas locations more intensively as a means of
gathering and disseminating intelligence and seek increased operational efficiencies by optimising
the use of our overseas offices.

We will carry out further work to develop our approach to enhance Scotland’s image. In seeking to
strengthen Scotland’s image overseas, we will recognise the increasingly important influence of the
internet and its value as a medium for reaching our markets. This will also support the development
of tourism in Scotland where we will work in close partnership with Visit Scotland to ensure a
strategic, comprehensive and integrated approach.

We will work with transport providers to try to influence their investment decisions in Scotland by
helping to provide information and market intelligence.
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We will also undertake projects that help to ensure that Scotland is an attractive physical location to
contribute to this process. The Network will also work to ensure that Scotland offers a competitive
infrastructure – skills, knowledge, finance, telecommunications and property - that can meet the
specific and sophisticated needs of today’s growing international businesses. We will also work to
ensure that our cities fulfil their international potential

Examples of our learning that we are applying

Cities Review
The Network has contributed, at both national and local level, to the Scottish Executive's Cities
Review. At the research stage of the review, the Network helped inform the assessment of key issues
affecting Scotland's cities, drawing on our collective economic intelligence, strategy and partnership
work. The Network also co-sponsored two events addressing issues around Learning & Earning
Cities and Cities as Centres of Innovation & Creativity, sharing our own, and partners, learning in
these areas. The Cities Review will complete its second, policy development stage by the end of May
2002, with key Network contacts engaged in those areas of policy development where learning from
our past and current activities can help inform the policy outcomes.

These are examples of projects that we will carry out during 2002/03 to contribute to changes
in the Scottish economy

Regeneration of the Clyde Waterfront (£5m) from Glasgow City Centre west to the Erskine
Bridge can play a key role in ensuring that Glasgow and the Clyde Valley builds on its growing
reputation as a dynamic business location and an attractive place to live and enjoy life.   Scottish
Enterprise is taking forward a concerted effort, with the three councils for the area, to develop an
investment plan that will support the strategic regeneration of one of Scotland’s key locational assets.
This will help to ensure that the future economic role of the riverfront matches its historic role in
providing jobs for the people of the west of Scotland.  By making connections between the actions of
all the potential investors in the waterfront area (public and private), Scottish Enterprise will play its
part in building on the exciting proposals for various sections of the riverfront. This will include the
International Financial Services District centred on Broomielaw, Pacific Quay’s Digital Media
Campus, Clydeport and Bank of Scotland’s Glasgow Harbour project and developing visions for
North Renfrew and Clydebank amongst others

The action plan will set out a framework for the strategic regeneration of the riverfront.  This will
bring greater integration to potential actions on infrastructure, accessibility and use of the river by a
number of partners as well as acting as a guide and support to private sector investment that will
make the Clyde a benchmark of our ambitions for a globally attractive Scotland".

Following its closure, Scottish Enterprise Lanarkshire, together with North Lanarkshire Council and
British Steel, launched a Masterplan for the Ravenscraig (£0.8m) site that proposes the creation of a
new mixed-use development designed to become a model for sustainable urban regeneration. The
main objectives of the project is to use Ravenscraig as a “driver of change” to transform the
economic weakness of an area dependent in the ‘old’ economy to one meeting the challenges of the
‘new’ economy on a global scale. This will transform Ravenscraig into an international economic
asset that will generate and sustain a range of investment; business; and employment opportunities
while offering support to people who live in some of Scotland’s most blighted places and whose
quality of life is diminished by a degraded environment.
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The Waterfront (£4m) development in Edinburgh will involve the regeneration of over 140 hectares
of derelict, contaminated and under utilised land within the city boundaries, to create a diverse, high
quality business, leisure and residential environment: creating effectively a new quarter for the City.
This will be delivered by a 50:50 Joint Venture Company between Scottish Enterprise Edinburgh and
Lothian and the City of Edinburgh Council.

Rosyth Ferry (£1m) - Scottish Enterprise has helped secure the establishment of a direct daily ferry
service from Fife to the European mainland.  The global reach of Scottish companies and the
attractiveness of Scotland as a location is dependent on its connectivity to main markets, especially
in mainland Europe.  Current over-dependence on roads and rail for access to European markets is
not sustainable.  The new ferry starts operating in May 2002, running a daily service that meets the
needs of exporters and offering a new direct route to the heart of Scotland  from many of our key
tourism markets.  It is clear that the communities in and around Rosyth, from where the ferry  sails,
will derive significant spin-off benefits from proximity to a new facility that enhances key strengths
of the Scottish economy

Brownfield Land for Regeneration in Glasgow (£3m) Following the demolition of poor quality
public sector housing in the late 80's, the Crown Street Regeneration Project set out to provide
area regeneration of a major derelict site within a mile of the city centre of Glasgow. Its objectives
were to achieve sustainable regeneration working in partnership with the public sector and actively
involving the local communities in providing the highest quality solution. The physical targets of
reclaiming 17 hectares of derelict land, the provision of 810 mixed-tenure houses and 28,000 sq. ft of
business space in a quality environment have all been achieved. Crown St is considered to be an
exemplar in the field of urban regeneration and is scheduled for completion by the autumn of 2003.

International Financial Services District (£0.2m) This initiative will seek to define, promote,
encourage and assist the development of the Financial Services Sector in Glasgow. This project and
work is in partnership with Scottish Financial Enterprise, Glasgow City Council, Scottish
Development International. It will provide 2m sq. ft of new office development and 20,000 jobs
aimed at providing opportunity to move Glasgow's workforce up the value chain.

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:
� ensure the provision of 80,000 square metres of accommodation for key industries
� ensure the provision of 70 hectares of land for key industries
� assist the development of 3 new international business links
� support the development of 5 world class locations
� support the development of 3 strategic regeneration plans

We will also see the following:
� The opening in Dunbartonshire of the “Loch Lomond Shores” project and opening of the Loch

Lomond and the Trossachs National Park.
� The “Millennium Wheel” at Falkirk will be officially opened.
� The Launch of an integrated cycleway in Renfrewshire. The launch will celebrate the opening of

the “Town Centre Cycle Routes” which will connect Paisley and Glasgow International Airport
to the National Cycle Network.

� Agreement with a range of partner organisations about the future vision for the development and
enhancement of Edinburgh’s city centre.

We will commit £57m to this priority area.
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2.4 More people choosing to live and work in Scotland

“Scotland’s demographic trends are not on our side; falling population and continuing migration of
many talented people does not assist economic development….”  (A Smart, Successful Scotland,
January 2001)

What needs to change in the Scottish economy to bring this about ?
Scotland’s overall economic health is reflected in its ability to attract and retain economically active
people. It will be important therefore to ensure that Scotland is promoted both nationally and
internationally and that there is an appropriate supply of specialised labour for the technology
industries.

This will lead to changes in the Scottish economy that can be measured by:
� net migration (working age) as a proportion of population
� in-migration (working age)
� working age population change in each LEC area

The focus of Scottish Enterprise
We will manage our activities in inward investment, in international trade development, in enhancing
Scotland’s image overseas and in building our success as a leading tourism destination in order to
convince people that Scotland is a desirable place to live and work.

This will be partly about encouraging Scottish people who have left Scotland to return, partly about
encouraging people with few or no connections with Scotland to bring their skills here, and partly
about dissuading ambitious and talented people already in Scotland from leaving.

Scotland’s economic prosperity and quality of life and our ability to communicate them to a wide
range of people will determine our ability to succeed in this area.

Our objective will be to achieve a positive shift in attitudes to living and working in Scotland

The actions of Scottish Enterprise
As a priority, we will start to build a network among senior expatriate Scots or ‘friends of Scotland’
with extensive international business or academic interests, and amongst senior home-based Scots
with similar international networks. This ‘Global Scot’ project will complement our other more
traditional activities a described elsewhere in this document by: -
� Identifying potential inward investors and facilitating high level introductions to them
� Mentoring young companies seeking to build up their international activities
� Facilitating introductions to key venture capitalists
� Identifying exporting or partnering opportunities for Scottish companies
� Speaking positively about Scotland on public platforms

We will also continue to attract high profile international events and conferences where these
enhance Scotland’s image and showcase Scotland to potential new residents.
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These are examples of projects that we will carry out during 2002/03 to contribute to changes
in the Scottish economy

Technology Talent Pool (£0.5m): the Alba Centre in Edinburgh and Lothian is leading this project
to improve Scotland’s access to internationally mobile engineering human resource. Scotland's opto-
electronics, microelectronics and communication technology industries will require 5,000 new
employees over the next 3 years. It is estimated that 50% of this figure will need to be found from
outside Scotland. The initiative aims to create a target audience database of 25,000 individuals over 3
years, from which a candidate pool of 1,250 will be individuals seeking employment with potential
employers in Scotland. The approach combines a targeted push marketing strategy to an international
audience of qualified and skilled engineers, using a combination of web-based communication, direct
marketing and e-marketing to create the database.

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:
� attract and retain 100 individuals with key skills to Scotland through a pilot project
� conduct research to support the development of initiatives to improve the perception of Scotland

as a place to live and work.

We will also see the following:
� Active participation in “Tartan Day” in New York. This provides a showcase for the creative and

cultural industries in Scotland.
� Support for the BAFTA “New Talent Awards” in film and television at the Scottish Exhibition

and Conference Centre.

We will commit £5m to this priority area.
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3. Learning and Skills – Raising the employment rate across Scotland and contributing to
increased growth/productivity

Scotland faces a real challenge in both raising the competitiveness of people and businesses. In
addressing this challenge, it will be important to make sure people develop and apply their skills and
knowledge and create a culture of lifelong learning within an effective labour market. Being ready
for “tomorrow’s” jobs will need a combination of good labour market information and access to
good advice, learning and training.

The on-going review of life long learning will have a critical impact on this area of work and
Scottish Enterprise will play an active roll in this and it will be key to our actions next year.

3.1 Improving the operation of the Scottish labour market

“The capacity to respond rapidly to the current and future needs of the Scottish labour market is
critical in an age of lifelong learning…..Those economies most adept at matching supply and
demand in the labour market will possess a key competitive advantage….”  (A Smart, Successful
Scotland, January 2001)

What needs to change in the Scottish economy to bring this about ?
Moving towards a fuller level of employment and a productive economy will revolve around the
effectiveness of the labour market and the speed at which the labour market works to balance supply
and demand.

This will lead to changes in the Scottish economy that can be measured by:
� the proportion of the working age population in employment
� the median duration of unfilled vacancies over the last 3 years (as a measure of skill shortages)
� the ratio of unemployment to unfilled vacancies

The focus of Scottish Enterprise
The Network has a pivotal role in helping to identify the supply and demand for labour across the
economy and to take action to help improve the balance between the two. This will require
appropriate advice infrastructure to support people making decisions in the labour market, based on
robust labour market information. Informed advice for people will be aligned with the Network’s
actions to help businesses create new employment opportunities and actions to help people entering
and moving within the labour-force.

Furthermore, demand-led and responsive learning institutions  - universities, the further education
sector, training providers, learning specialists - are vital to the future success of the economy and the
Network can take targeted action to help improve their decision making within the needs of the
Scottish labour market.

The actions of Scottish Enterprise
Scottish Enterprise (with Highlands and Islands Enterprise) is implementing Britain’s first all age
careers advisory service, Careers Scotland. This will help people make informed decisions
throughout their working lives.

These decisions will be better informed through the information gathering, collation and
dissemination activities of Future Skills Scotland.  Better labour market interventions will also be
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possible because of this activity. Future Skills Scotland will work with local and national partners to
disseminate labour market knowledge.

These are examples of projects that we will carry out during 2002/03 to contribute to changes
in the Scottish economy

Careers Scotland (£35m) delivers and continuously develops an integrated range of high quality
guidance services, information resources, learning experiences and employability services.  Careers
Scotland aims to enable individuals of all ages to maximise their career potential, to support
employers and to improve the operation of the labour market.

The successful alignment of Careers Scotland is a key priority including ensuring a smooth transfer
of staff, premises, contracts, leases and ongoing commitments, to ensure continuity of service
delivery and to put in train the culture change and developmental activity which will bring longer
term gains.

Future Skills Scotland  (£0.6m) A Scottish Employers Skill Survey 2002 will be conducted to
assess the future needs of employers. A suite of products and services for use by Careers Scotland
advisers will be developed including ‘Scottish Skills 2002’ which will provide a forward-looking
statement of key labour market issues facing Scotland.  It will also provide the basis for advice to
support the Scottish Funding Councils. Research will be undertaken on employability, investigating
the nature and scale of the groups in the population of working age who are economically inactive
and the barriers to employability they face.

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:
� Successfully align Careers Scotland with Scottish Enterprise
� Support 40 work based pilots to respond to potential redundancies and specific industry sector

changes.

The following targets reflect the newness of Careers Scotland and are therefore longer-term targets:
� increase by 6,000 the number of young people with additional support needs continuing in post-

compulsory or full/part-time training by the end of academic year 2004/05 .
� enable 85% of school leavers to better understand the world of work, their place in it, and have

developed a positive approach by the end of year 2004/05.
� increase the number of disadvantaged or disengaged adults , actively engaged in learning and

training by a minimum of 31,500 by 31 March 2004.
� reduce by 25% the number of young people for whom being not in education, employment or

training is a negative experience by 31 March 2004.

We will also see the following:
� ‘Make it happen in Scotland’ will be rolled out to schools by Career Scotland and will help pupils

understand the world of work and in particular manufacturing industries.
� The ‘School’s Enterprise programme’ will be rolled out in partnership with the private sector and

will give primary school pupils opportunities to participate in structured enterprise activities.
� In Edinburgh & Lothian ‘Finance Futures’ will be launched which will be a source of labour

market and financial services intelligence and will help raise the profile of all age careers in the
Finance sector.

http://www.careers-scotland.org.uk/
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� In Renfrewshire we will open the ‘Unilever Learning Resource Centre’ to allow high quality
training and help employees make the transition to new careers. It is also supported by the retailer
IKEA, as part of their corporate social responsibility programme

We will commit £40m to this priority area.
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3.2 Ensuring our young people have the best start

 “Young people at school should be equipped with the skills they need to make the most of lifelong
learning opportunities.  They should be encouraged to develop the attitudes that will enable them to
prosper in the adult world.  Young adults entering the labour force need to have access to high
quality learning and skills development……”  (A Smart, Successful Scotland, January 2001)

What Needs to Change in the Scottish Economy to bring this about ?
Being out of education, employment or training for more than 6 months when an individual is aged
16-19 is a powerful indicator of unemployment in adult life. Qualification at VQ level 3, or
equivalent is an indicator of whether young people have the necessary ‘technical skills’ to give them
a good start. It will therefore be important to promote the take up of learning in employment by
young people, especially among young 16-19 year olds.

This will lead to changes in the Scottish economy that can be measured by:
� the proportion of 16-19 year olds not in education, training or employment with training
� the proportion of people achieving a qualification at level 3, or equivalent, at age 25
� the proportion of young people with adequate transferable skills

The focus of Scottish Enterprise
Our work will focus on ensuring as many young people as possible are in work, training or
education. This will be assisted through the alignment of Careers Scotland.

We are placing ever increasing importance on Modern Apprenticeships. Scottish Enterprise will be
extending this and will focus on improving achievement and on increasing the number of employers
who take on a Modern Apprentice for the first time.  We will be targeting young people who are
currently under-represented in the programme as well as under-represented sectors.  Work will be
undertaken to extend the take up of  Modern Apprenticeships by all ages begun as a pilot in 2001.

We are reviewing Skillseekers for young people wishing to learn in the workplace.  Pilots will be run
to test new fit for purpose training designed by the employer, and to reduce barriers to participation
by young people (see Opportunities and Choices below).  We will deliver a new model Get Ready
for Work for young people who have additional support needs, directly addressing the
recommendations of the Beattie Committee

The actions of Scottish Enterprise
We will ensure that the delivery of our Modern Apprenticeship and Skillseekers training is
increasingly tailored towards the needs of young people and their employers.  We will be paying
particular attention to those young people who have dropped out of training, education and
employment to engage them in the opportunities available.

We will commit £Xm to the delivery of MAs and Skillseekers

Working closely with our partners, we intend to stimulate change over the longer term so that we
will see:

� reduced numbers of young people disengaged in the labour market
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� increased levels of young people with employability skills;
� businesses with improved competitiveness and productivity achieved through investment in

learning;

These are examples of projects that we will carry out during 2002/03 to contribute to changes
in the Scottish economy

Fit for Purpose – Opportunities and Choices Pilots These “Fit for Purpose” pilots will address the
themes of the national Opportunities and Choices initiative and will:
� develop learning programmes for 16-19 year old employees whose needs are not being met by

current Skillseekers and Modern Apprenticeship programmes
� support employers workplace training needs through bespoke design from a menu of training

choices
� provide integration of vocational, knowledge and competence strands with a mechanism to credit

and track all achievements
Pilots are designed in a collaboration between LECs, employers, colleges and training providers

Get Ready for Work
‘Get Ready for Work’ – provides a new approach to the delivery of training to young people who
require additional support needs.  It was introduced on 1 April 2002 and replaced the existing
separate models operating in each LEC area. The new model will provide consistency of support,
increased flexibility and a more individualised training programme for all participants. ‘Get Ready
for Work’ consists of two parts:

‘Independent initial assessment and identification of need’ - to be carried out by Careers Scotland,
followed up by regular review meetings with the young person to ensure progression. This will be
carried out by a 'Personal Advisor' who will maintain the ongoing relationship and who will work
closely with the young person and the training provider to ensure that progression is monitored and
maintained.
‘Training delivery’ - all providers will be expected to deliver a range of generic services which can
deal with the young person in a holistic way and which focus on employability and progression.

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:
� 20,000 Modern Apprentices in training and a further 16,000 Skillseekers

� from this 26,500 being aged between 16 and 19.
� 4,900 Modern Apprenticeships achieved and a further 1,300 Skillseekers achieving a VQ level 3.
� 1,200 young people with special training needs progressing onto mainstream programmes
� xxxx participants in ‘Get Ready for Work’

We will also see the following:
� The Launch in Renfrewshire of the “Childcare Training Strategy”, in conjunction with Inverclyde

Childcare Partnership.
� The provision in Forth Valley of a Teacher Training course in Microsoft Office Application User

Suite. This involves one teacher from every school in Forth Valley being trained to deliver the
above package.

We will commit £73m to this priority area.
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3.3 Narrowing the gap between unemployment in the worst areas of Scotland and the Scottish
average

“The New Deal has made a substantial contribution, along with macroeconomic stability, to tackling
unemployment.  Yet unemployment and employment rates continue to differ not only between
regional labour market areas but also very sharply within them.  Pockets of unemployment, reflecting
multiple deprivation, co-exist with areas of significant opportunities….”  (A Smart, Successful
Scotland, January 2001)

What needs to change in the Scottish economy to bring this about ?
In order to attain sustainable economic development throughout Scotland it will be important to
focus attention on the balance of development across different localities and groups.  Relative
unemployment rates and economic inactivity rates are important indicators of disparity in the
economic prosperity of  people and places. There are many organisations involved in alleviating
poverty and increasing economic participation – the synergy between these organisations’ activities
must be better harnessed.

Changes in economic area-imbalance can be measured by:
� the ratio of unemployment rates between the worst 10% of areas and the Scottish average
� the number of working people in education, training or employment
� the employment rates of relatively disadvantaged groups (such as lone parents and ethnic

minority groups, and the unskilled/low skilled)

The focus of Scottish Enterprise
We are moving towards realigning our work with the expanding role of the governments Welfare to
Work programme.  We will be increasing our focus on the economically inactive and those on low
incomes.  We will do much more to connect the opportunities from Growing Business and Global
Connections activity to personal development and skills training for people.

We are developing a Social Justice action plan for the Network to help implementation and
clarification of our work in this area, especially in relation to Communities Scotland

The actions of Scottish Enterprise
The Network is learning how it can bring together all of its activities to achieve positive change in
targeted areas, which is essentially connecting job creation and personal skills development
fulfilment to help people overcome barriers to finding and keeping a job, we will work with social
economy organisations and social inclusion partnerships.

Last year we redesigned Training for Work so that it meets the specific needs of our customers:
enhanced employability for those furthest from the labour-market; occupational skills to update skills
in specific sectors; and, ‘customised’ training for individuals who are ready to work.  In 2002 we will
build in additional flexibilities to work better with large scale redundancy situations. We will commit
£29m to the delivery of Training for Work.

We will work to ensure complementarity with the work of partners, including the New Deal.
Scottish Enterprise will contribute to the development and roll-out of successful New Deal sector
initiatives in IT, Retail, Construction, Hospitality, Financial Services, Public Sector and Energy
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 Whilst the Network’s strategic approach is to target the social inclusion partnerships, we also
sometimes have to react to a crisis of an immediate nature.  This has been the case with ‘local action
plans’ targeting specific needs in Dumfries and Galloway, Borders, Ayrshire, Dunbartonshire and
Forth Valley.  In addition, we are providing a targeted contribution to the Government’s response to
the crisis in the fishing industry, as well as helping to continue to address the economic impact of the
foot and mouth outbreak.

These are examples of projects that we will carry out during 2002/03 to contribute to changes
in the Scottish economy

SE Dunbartonshire (£0.7m)
The J & B Plant closed in mid 2000 removing 500 jobs from the local economy: nearly 80% of
which were held by residents of Dumbarton & the Vale of Leven.  Set against a background of
existing very high unemployment and social exclusion in the wider area. SE Dunbartonshire
alongside their partner organisations, aimed to make Dumbarton and the Vale:
� a location for enterprise
� a high quality leisure experience and
� a learning community

SE Ayrshire (£2m)
The Ayrshire Strategy for Jobs began to address the challenges presented by a series of major
redundancies in the late 1990s. This strategy is evolving into a new strategic approach, Smart
Successful Ayrshire, in partnership with the Ayrshire Economic Forum.

Foot and mouth recovery (£6.5m) (SE Borders and SE Dumfries & Galloway)
Plans for short to long term action to help buy about positive adjustments to the local economies are
being implemented as a result of the foot and mouth crisis allo0cation will be focussed on the
diversification of local economies and encouraging a more outward looking perspective.

Clackmannanshire (SE Forth Valley) (£Xm) Clackmannanshire Innovation aims to diversify the
area’s economy and stimulate new sustainable economic activity by concentrating on growth areas
(including creative industries) and potential local strengths (such as healthcare), as well as the social
entrepreneurial economy.

Falkirk (£1.6m) (SE Forth Valley)
The Falkirk Action Plan has been triggered by a need for BP Grangemouth to ensure its competitive
future, thereby securing 8000 direct and indirect jobs, which has exposed a more fundamental
weakness in the underlying economy of the area. Hence, whilst recognising the importance of BP's
competitive operation to the economy, the plan concentrates on transforming the rest of the region's
economy. The four themes identified in the Falkirk Action Plan are to be delivered through 18 linked
projects, these are:
� Expanding the exploitation of 21st Century Technology
� Creating a distribution hub
� Attracting added value service businesses
� “Visit Falkirk”

The Pool Project (£Xm) in Edinburgh has evolved out of the tight labour market circumstances
locally and the recruitment difficulties of the business community located on the Edinburgh Park.
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The project provides bespoke training for long term unemployed people and a recruitment service
supplying job ready staff.

PACE - Partnership Action for Continuing Employment – is adopted across the Network to ensure a
consistent approach to redundancies and to encourage collaborative working.  Representatives from
the Local Authority, Local Enterprise Company and the Employment Service form a core group in
each area and are responsible for devising and implementing a co-ordinated response in local
redundancy situations thereby minimising the effect on the local economy.

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:
� 8,200 adults participating in work based training and development activity of which 1,260 in

employed status and 2,800 leavers still in employment after 3 months
� 2,600 adult programme participants from disadvantaged areas with 670 leavers being in

employment 3 months after leaving training.
� 1,000 New Futures Fund starts

We will also see the following:
� In Dumfries and Galloway the launch of Lincluden House a major inter-agency and community

inclusion project.
� In Dunbartonshire a care consortium initiative will be launched to market the care sector as a

career opportunity in disadvantaged areas.
� Across the Network we will continue to deliver the European Computer Driving Licence (ECDL)

initial work in Renfrewshire and Grampian will target disadvantage communities and increase
computer literacy.

� In Grampian we will continue to develop the Family Learning Network, consolidating the work
done over the past three years and will open a fifth learning house to extend further our work in
taking ICT projects to the heart of disadvantaged communities.

� The launch of a hospitality tourism training project for Dunbartonshire which is designed to help
local unemployed people access jobs created by key projects such as the Loch Lomond Shores,
Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park, the Caledonian Canal,  and other opportunities in
the area.

� The launch of a “Community Apprenticeship Programme” in Inverclyde with Inverclyde
Regeneration Partnership.

We will commit £52m to this priority area.
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3.4 Improved demand for high quality in-work training

“Scotland has a weak record on workforce training.  People and organisations must increasingly take
responsibility for their own learning….”  (A Smart, Successful Scotland, January 2001)

What needs to change in the Scottish economy to bring this about ?
As new opportunities and technologies become available Scotland needs a workforce with the core
and specialist skills to take advantage of them. It will be crucial for employees to participate in up-
skilling activity. Many employers will need to increase their understanding of the value and benefits
of learning and training and the link to business’s productivity.  Significant proportions of the
Scottish workforce have a range of skill needs – from basic adult literacy and numeracy to high level
management skills.  The complexity of skills required must be addressed for future Scottish
competitiveness.

Scotland needs to change its level of demand for and uptake of learning by those in work.  This can
be measured by
� the proportion of those in employment undertaking training
� the number of, and employment in, Investors in People accredited companies
� the demand for learning to enhance transferable core skills (including management skills)

The focus of Scottish Enterprise
Our work will focus on both the needs of individuals and their employers. The importance of
increasing learning and the application of knowledge is a key component of the strategic change we
help many organisations to focus on. ‘Tools’ such as the successful application of Investors in People
help to recognise the potential of many organisations to achieve a radical improvement in their
productivity, through learning.

In the long term, we will see;
� changed attitudes in people and businesses so that they value learning as a key driver of

prosperity;
� at least 60% of the working population participating in formal or informal learning;
� more effective investment in learning by employers

The actions of Scottish Enterprise
People and businesses need to be able to access quality assured learning when, where and how they
need it.  The kinds of barriers we will help to overcome this include:
� persuading employers of the value of learning to their productivity
� reducing the bureaucracy of access by small and medium businesses
� developing capacity within small and medium businesses through IiP
� improving the access to learning for low skilled/low waged people.

We will work in partnership with Sector Skills Councils to help them establish workforce
development plans for their sectors.  We are developing sector-specific solutions to help achieve
these plans and to support in-work training.

We will use the review of the 2000/01 Get Ahead Shows to help us direct our work with learndirect
scotland to promote the benefit of learning to individuals, organisations and the economy generally.
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A key strand in our workforce development approach is the responsibility of the individual person
for their own learning.  We wish to develop a revised role for a new phase of Individual Learning
Accounts to promote this personal responsibility.

We will work with unions and employer representatives to reach more people in work than we can
on our own, including support of Union Learning projects and Return to Learn.

Examples of our learning that we are applying

Strategic Review of IIP
The Scotland-wide Investors in People review will be completed in April 2002 and recommendations
taken forward during the year.  We know that IiP brings added value to company performance. The
study is reviewing the design and delivery of IiP across the Network with a view to making it much
more efficient and effective – for the business and for the supporting organisations. Subject to the
outcome of the review, the Network will commit £Xm to the implementation of IiP.

These are examples of projects that we will carry out during 2002/03 to contribute to changes
in the Scottish economy

The Creative Industries cluster along with many other cluster teams is working to increase
participation rates on the Management Development Programme, with a view to improving
business efficiency.

A Corporate Learning Centre will open in a large Falkirk Company. A joint project between the
Company, SEFV, and the Scottish University for Industry to allow the company to pilot on-line
learning and on-line training management systems

These are the specific measures that will gauge the success of Scottish Enterprise over the
period of 2002/03.

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:
� 2,200 low paid staff with low level qualifications supported in undertaking core skill

development
� 3,500 managers assisted in taking part in management development activities
� 800 companies supported to achieve first time Investors in People recognition or be successfully

be reviewed against the standard.

We will commit £21m to this priority area.
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Performance Drivers

The sections above have described our work using the structure of A Smart, Successful Scotland. Our
success is dependent upon the three perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard that drive our
performance.

Relationships – customer and partner satisfaction

We do not achieve change in the economy alone - it is our customers who do this through the
changes we help them to make.  We must have excellent relationships with our customers, partners
and stakeholders for our overall performance to be successful.  For this reason, Scottish Enterprise
has developed a new strategic approach to building and managing relationships with its customers.

Whilst A Smart Successful Scotland outlines what Scottish Enterprise delivers, this new Customer
Strategy will help to guide how the Network will interact with it’s customers, partners and
stakeholders to deliver its services.

The strategy has four key objectives:

� Help more customers
� Achieve higher customer satisfaction and retention rates
� Demonstrate greater value for money in what we do and how we do it
� Have a greater impact on the Scottish economy - make a difference

Part of the work we are embarking on will result in some positive changes in our methods of working
with our customers as well as supporting them.  These changes will enable Scottish Enterprise to:

Balanced Scorecard Framework
Contribution to

Smart, Successful Scotland
(‘Performance’)

Relationships –
customer and partner

satisfaction

Business processes –
how we work

People - Skills and
culture

Perform
ance D

rivers
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� Help customers understand the role of Scottish Enterprise and how we can assist them by
simplifying access to the Network and using clear language to describe our products and services.

� Have a consistent approach to managing our relationships with customers, partners and
stakeholders across the Network.

� Be easy to do business with by ensuring that, no matter how a customer contacts us (i.e.
telephone, website, face to face or through a partner organisation), we respond promptly and
consistently to their enquiries.

� Provide a quality service to all of our customers.
� Treat customers as individuals by regularly seeking their comments, taking their views on board

and tailoring our response accordingly.

We will provide a level of service to our customers that is tailored to meet their expectations, not
only in terms of the impact on their business or personal development, but in the manner in which we
work with them.  We have established a baseline of customer satisfaction to help us measure our
progress going forward.  In addition, Scottish Enterprise is also aiming to achieve 'Charter Mark'
accreditation that will establish minimum levels of service for all our interactions with customers in
the future.

In order to achieve all of the above, Scottish Enterprise is increasing its investment in customer care
training for staff. It is also re-designing its business processes as well as adding technology that will
enable us to assist more customers and to ensure that all customers to get an effective, prompt and
appropriate response to their enquiries.

Partnership

In addition to our customers, the Network is committed to making our relationships with other
stakeholders and partners more meaningful. Partnership needs to be achieved at many levels and with
many partners and we will continue to learn from and apply best practice. One example in this area
of work is that pioneered by SE Dunbartonshire “Partnership by Design”, which evaluates and seeks
to improve the effectiveness of the partnerships it is involved in.

More generally, key mechanisms for our partnership activities are:

� Local Economic Forums
The detailed operation of the Local Economic Forums will respond to the guidance from the Scottish
Executive, and will include work to minimise the duplication of services delivered by various
partners to our customers.   The Network has been charged with leading this process which will set
the overall context for our partnership working at a local level.

� Community Planning
It will be important to ensure that there is close alignment between our involvement in the work of
the Local Economic Forums and the future development of Community Planning. Each part of the
Network is beginning to demonstrate its commitment and contribution to community planning at a
local level.

Partnership

Our relationship to the Further and Higher Education Funding Councils is becoming increasingly
important as we strive to ensure that Scotland develops the skills it needs for economic success in the
future and that we make the most of our excellent research base.
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To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:

� Achieve Charter Mark status
� Increase our customer satisfaction rating from 3.1 to 3.3 (on a scale of 1 to 4)
� Achieve a positive image rating from corporate Scotland
� Establish a baseline against which we can measure the satisfaction of our partners in Local

Economic Forums

We will commit £3m to this area of activity.
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Business Processes and how we work

We support our customers by delivering a range of products and services through our own internal
‘business processes’ – this is how we work and there are a number of key factors that influence this.
The biggest issue facing us will be the full alignment of Careers Scotland alongside our other
activity. In addition, we are currently undertaking a significant review of our activity through a major
‘business transformation’ programme. The aims of this are to:

� Reach more customers by improving access to our services through e-business.
� Examine every area of our business to help us become more effective, more efficient and more

customer-focussed.
� Transform Scottish Enterprise into the world's leading e-enabled economic development agency.
� Have the ability, where possible and appropriate, to deliver our services electronically via the

web by 2003.

During the course of the year, the transformation process will enable us to identify improvements in
our operations that equate to £15m. This will be achieve by the delivery of many projects, including:

� Consistent Network Products: we will review the design and delivery of a number of our
products to ensure that we learn from our past experience, apply best practice and ensure
consistency across the Network

� Skills Contract Management: by working more collaboratively as a Network, we will improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of contracting with the various organisations that deliver training
on our behalf. This will minimise transaction costs and maximise the impact of our work across
Scotland.

� Performance Management: we will implement and cascade the ‘balanced scorecard’ approach to
performance management described in this plan throughout the organisation.

European Funding and Policy

European funding is critical to the delivery of the 2002/2003 operating plan and adds value by
increasing the scale, improving the quality or accelerating the delivery of Network activities.  For
example, European funding will add value to those activities which have recently been re-designed to
ensure a more consistent approach across the Network. We anticipate that £16m will be accessed in
terms of European funding for the period 2002/2003.

We will access European funding where there is a strong fit with our priorities and those outlined in
the Structural Fund programmes.

Furthermore, in planning our activities for 2002/03, we have taken account of relevant European
policy and our work with key partners, such as the European programme management bodies.
Scotland Europa, as part of our International Operations Directorate, is responsible for providing the
Network with a high quality and consistent European funding service.
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Sustainable Development

Embracing the principles of sustainable development represents one characteristic of innovative and
learning organisations issues of environment and social responsibility are increasingly important for
organisations. When we plan our economic development activity, we take account of the likely
implications for the environment and social justice and consider the long-term impacts of our work.

A Network group of LEC champions and others with a policy interest in sustainable development is
currently working on a practical approach to embedding sustainable development into our thinking
and actions.  The outcome of this work will be recommendations for some key actions that will
further develop this approach.  This will highlight and build on the many examples of good practice
across the Network, particularly in the area of business efficiency.

Equalities Mainstreaming

The overarching vision of “A Smart Successful Scotland” is to “create a dynamic enterprising
economy where opportunity is extended to all and no one is left out”.  To fulfil this vision we are
already incorporating an equality perspective within our policy, planning, research and evaluation
processes.  We have established a number of initial priorities summarised in an Equal Opportunities
action plan and we are actively seeking to identify and address further priority improvements.  In the
coming year we will particularly focus on identifying and eliminating barriers which prevent sections
of the population from fully accessing and successfully using the Networks programmes and
services.

Overall we are adopting a two pronged approach. Firstly, we are adjusting our policies, procedures
and practices.  Secondly, we are developing a culture that increasingly supports equalities
mainstreaming through ongoing awareness training and communication.  In support of this we have
recently established a network of Equal Opportunities champions.

Social Justice

The Scottish Executive’s policy on Social Justice is clear and requires a ‘joined up’ approach from
all partners. There are five social justice “milestones” that the Scottish Enterprise Network will make
a direct contribution to and these are reflected throughout the plan along with examples of how we
are contributing to them:

� halving the % of 16-19 year olds not in education, training or employment
� reducing the % of unemployed working age people
� increasing the employment rates of groups such as lone parents, black and ethnic

minorities, and the disabled that are relatively disadvantaged in the labour market
� reducing the gap in unemployment between the worst areas and the Scottish average
� accelerating the number of households in disadvantaged areas with access to the internet

The preparation of a Social Justice Action Plan early in this year will provide further information on
the Networks ambition to make a significant contribution to this area.

Rural development
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Scottish Enterprise is a committed and active partner in the sustainable development of rural
communities.

In the Network’s experience, rural economies face the same types of economic challenges and
problems in the emerging global knowledge economy as the rest of Scotland and hence Smart
Successful Scotland is as applicable in this context as in urban areas. However, there are a number of
circumstances particular to rural areas - sparsity of population, access to markets, distance, critical
mass (e.g. an insufficient concentration of entrepreneurs), limited job opportunities, labour supply,
availability of development sites and limited range of services - that the Network takes into account
when intervening in rural economies.

Our approach to rural issues has been enhanced and informed by the experience gained through our
active involvement in the European Union Lowland Scotland LEADER II Programme which
operated between 1995-2001. Evaluation evidence has identified that this programme developed
many successful new approaches to joint implementation including the integration of rural
development at local levels.

The outbreak of Foot and Mouth disease last year has contributed towards an increased focus on
rural matters at governmental level.  The Network responded positively to the Foot and Mouth crisis
and it’s work in helping to strengthen and diversify the local economies Dumfries & Galloway and
the Borders.

The Network’s Rural Group will play a key role this year in developing our approach, focussing on
areas such as:

� ‘A Forward Strategy for Agriculture’. Launched by the Scottish Executive during 2001, which
requires all parts of the Network to engage with the agricultural sector

� Addressing issue of serious property market failure
� Enabling access to broadband IT links
� Maximising benefit from existing rural locations of key universities
� Ensuring rural areas can provide opportunities for young people

The work of the Rural Group will also be guided by ‘Rural Scotland – a New Approach’.

To monitor our progress in this area of improved business processes we will deliver the following
next year:

� Successfully align Careers Scotland alongside our other operations
� Deliver £15m of benefits through our business transformation process
� Deliver 5 new consistent products for the whole of the Network and develop a further 30.
� Implement a Balance scorecard for the whole of the Network

We will commit £18m to this area of activity
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People  - skills and culture

It is the staff of Scottish Enterprise that deliver our services and are the real asset of the organisation.
We are undertaking a review of how we deploy our staff to ensure that far more work directly with
our customers and that the total number of staff in the organisation reflect our drive for increased
efficiency.

We are committed to the development of our staff. This is exemplified in a number of ways
including our commitment to the accreditation of the whole of the network with the IiP standard
during 2002/03. Supporting this we will continue to undertake and respond to staff satisfaction
surveys.

We will undertake specific staff development initiatives. For example, we will train 320 staff to
‘Premier Advisor’ standards to enable them to better support our business customers – and help us
achieve our process, relationship and performance targets. We will also work with staff internally, to
improve our approach to ‘succession planning’  - developing tomorrow’s leaders of Scottish
Enterprise.

To monitor our progress we will deliver the following next year:

� Achieve Investors in People recognition for the whole of the Network
� Accredit 320 staff as Premier Advisors with formal qualifications in business advice and

counselling.
� The total number of people working in Scottish Enterprise will reduce to 1700 by the end of the

year
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Summary of finance

Estimated expenditure (£m)

Programme budget £
Growing Business 116m
Global Connections 95m
Learning and Skills 186m

Business Process and then Improvement 18m
Customer Relations and Partner Satisfaction 3m
People and Programme Delivery 75m
Total 493m

Estimated Income

Scottish Executive 428m
European Union 16m
Business income and reserves 49m
Total 493m

Summary of all performance measures

Growing Business – Ensuring Scotland is a fast learning, high earning nation

Fostering entrepreneurial dynamism and creativity
� Support 8,000 new business starts, of which

� 175 will be high growth
� 3,040 will be started by women
� 850 will be started by residents of disadvantaged communities
� 630 will be start by young people under the age of 26
� 70 will be started by individuals from an ethnic minority background

� assist 900 companies develop plans to improve innovation performance of which 500 will
demonstrate improvement in performance

� support 50 companies to achieve recognised environmental standards
� assist 300 high technology companies
� increase the number of specialist technology venture capitalists operating in Scotland by 3.

Encouraging e-business and e-society
� support 1,425 organisations to market and transact on line
� support 25 organisations re-engineer their business model through e-business

Promoting commercialisation of research and innovation
� assist business launch 520 new products and process improvements
� assist 50 spin outs from business and academic institutions
� assist businesses acquire 70 licences to exploit intellectual property.
� Support 100 collaborative ventures and partnerships involving universities and businesses
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� Assist 170 businesses make applications for innovation funding.

Global success in key sectors
� Increase the participation of businesses in cluster activity by 500
� Support 30 joint ventures and strategic alliances by Cluster participants

Global Connections – Ensuring Scotland is a globally connected European nation

Expanding digital connectivity
� Support the development of 3 broadband hubs to provide high quality telecom services at

competitive prices
� Increase by 10% the number of publicly accessible computers in disadvantaged areas

Increased involvement in global markets
� Support 550 organisations in key industries participate internationally, of which
� 500 new exporters and existing exporters to new markets in key industries
� 50 other international initiatives in key industries e.g. joint ventures, strategic alliances, global

companies
� through foreign direct investment attract 900 research and development jobs and 420 jobs above

the £30k salary range.

Ensuring Scotland is a globally attractive location
� ensure the provision of 80,000 square metres of accommodation for key industries
� ensure the provision of 70 hectares of land for key industries
� assist the development of 3 new international business links
� support the development of 5 world class locations
� support the development of 3 strategic regeneration plans

More people choosing to live and work in Scotland
� attract and retain 100 individuals with key skills to Scotland through a pilot project
� conduct research to support the development of initiatives to improve the perception of Scotland

as a place to live and work.

Learning and Skills – Raising the employment rate across Scotland and contributing to
increased growth/productivity

Improving the operation of the Scottish labour market
� Successfully align Careers Scotland with Scottish Enterprise
� Support 40 work based pilots to respond to potential redundancies and specific industry sector

changes.

Ensuring our young people have the best start
� 20,000 Modern Apprentices in training and a further 16,000 Skillseekers

� from this 26,500 being aged between 16 and 19.
� 4,900 Modern Apprenticeships achieved and a further 1,300 Skillseekers achieving a VQ level 3.
� 1,200 young people with special training needs progressing onto mainstream programmes
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Narrowing the gap between unemployment in the worst areas of Scotland and the Scottish average
� 8,200 adults participating in work based training and development activity of which 1,260 in

employed status and 2,800 leavers still in employment after 3 months
� 2,600 adult programme participants from disadvantaged areas with 670 leavers being in

employment 3 months after leaving training.
� 1,000 New Futures Fund starts

Improved demand for high quality in-work training
� 2,200 low paid staff with low level qualifications supported in undertaking core skill

development
� 3,500 managers assisted in taking part in management development activities
� 800 companies supported to achieve first time Investors in People recognition or be successfully

be reviewed against the standard.



EL/02/14/4
Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 1 May 2002

Scottish Executive: Scottish Enterprise Administration Costs October 2001

SCOTTISH ENTERPRISE: ADMINISTRATION COSTS
(Response provided on 22 October 2001)

Question 2

Can the Committee have a report on Scottish Enterprise's administration costs and on the
review currently underway?

Answer

1. For the reasons explained to the Committee at the hearing on 3 October and
confirmed elsewhere in this note, discussions between the Department and Scottish
Enterprise on the review and reform of the latter’s administration costs have yet to be
concluded.  This note constitutes an interim statement.  As previously advised, a full report
will be made to the Committee once final conclusions have been reached.  It is anticipated
this report will be available in early 2002, consistent with the timetable for Budget
consideration.

Background

2. The Management Statement for Scottish Enterprise provides the financial, managerial
and operational framework within which the Network operates. Scottish Enterprise is
expected to operate an effective system for controlling administration costs, covering staff
salaries and associated costs, property and equipment necessary for administration, general
publicity and advertising, and similar costs.  The administration costs budget, which the
Department formally allocates to Scottish Enterprise annually, includes provision for
payments to local enterprise companies in respect of their administration costs.  Scottish
Enterprise is also expected to review regularly all significant elements of costs and ensure
that these are kept to the minimum consistent with efficiency and effectiveness.  In particular,
Scottish Enterprise is required to:

� ensure that administration costs are contained within the appropriate budgeted
provision;

� review regularly staffing levels, especially in areas where work loads are
changing, to ensure that staff effort is appropriately targeted;

� review regularly the possibility of cutting out items of work which are no longer a
priority;

� meet any annual efficiency targets; and
� agree pay and grading arrangements and pay negotiation remits with the

Department annually or at other appropriate intervals.



3. Scottish Enterprise is also expected to set an annual budget for each Local Enterprise
Company in respect of the administration costs – including staff, property, equipment, travel
etc – that will be incurred by the company in delivering agreed projects and programmes.

Current Position

4. Scottish Enterprise’s gross expenditure on administration costs is derived from several
sources.  The most significant is that portion of Scottish Enterprise’s grant-in-aid allocated to
this particular item of expenditure by the Department in consultation with Scottish Enterprise.
This sum is fixed annually and notified to Scottish Enterprise at or around the beginning of
each financial year.  Scottish Enterprise can only spend grant-in-aid in excess of this figure
with the Department’s prior consent.  The Comprehensive Spending Review of 1998 set the
level of grant-in-aid to be spent annually on administration costs during the period to 2002-03
at £61.3 million.  Considerable changes have since taken place both within Scottish
Enterprise and within its operating environment and the Department accepts that this level of
administration costs is now unrealistic.

5. Secondly, the Network has in the past used operating surpluses for administration cost
purposes.  Surpluses are defined in the Management Statement as the amount by which the
price negotiated between the Local Enterprise Company and Scottish Enterprise for
programmes funded from operational expenditure exceeds the cost of delivering the agreed
standard and level of service.  This arrangement was introduced when the Enterprise
Networks were established, the aim being to provide Local Enterprise Companies with an
incentive to achieve value for money in training delivery at a local level. Local Enterprise
Companies may use these surpluses for any purpose which furthers the aims of their agreed
operating plans, provided priority is given to training activities.

6. Thirdly, Scottish Enterprise may on occasion apply funds carried forward from one
year into the next for administration cost purposes.  The discretion to carry forward funds is a
standard arrangement applied to NDPBs. In Scottish Enterprise’s case and in line with
practice elsewhere, its Management Statement permits it to carry over up to 2% of its grant-
in-aid without Departmental approval.  By way of illustration, 2% of Scottish Enterprise’s
current grant-in-aid for 2001-02 is £7.9 million.  Funds carried forward in this way are not
normally used exclusively for administration cost purposes and only those funds that were
originally sourced from Scottish Enterprise’s Management and Administration funding block
can be applied against administration costs in the following year.

7. Annex 1 to this note sets out the Network’s total expenditure on administration costs
over the period of the Comprehensive Spending Review.  The figure is broken down by key
headings and by the aforementioned sources of expenditure.  During this period, in-year
transfers from Scottish Enterprise’s operational budget to its administration cost budget have
been agreed with the Department in respect of 1999-2000 and 2000-01: these amount to
£0.651 million and £1.255 million respectively and are included in the grant-in-aid figures
used in Annex 1.

8. Expenditure on administration costs during 2000-01 and 2001-02 has been and is
being affected by the launch of Scottish Enterprise’s Business Transformation project.  This
major initiative, which is designed to achieve radical improvement in the way in which
Scottish Enterprise delivers its services, is described in detail in the briefing note provided by
Scottish Enterprise attached as Annex 2.  While the analysis and aims underpinning this



initiative have been endorsed by the Minister for Enterprise and Lifelong Learning, its
operational implementation is essentially a matter for Scottish Enterprise.  The Department’s
direct involvement has been limited to the consideration of and, where appropriate,
agreement to the transfer of resources into Scottish Enterprise’s administration cost budget to
meet the exceptional transitional costs resulting from this initiative. In 2000-01, agreement
was given to a virement of £7.479 million and this figure is included in the grant-in-aid figure
used in Annex 1.  Scottish Enterprise expect to submit a request for virement in respect of
2001-02 before the end of the financial year.

Action

9. The Department and Scottish Enterprise are agreed that a lack of clarity has built up
around Scottish Enterprise’s administration costs.  It has also been agreed that, on the grounds
of accuracy, transparency and presentation, action needs to be taken to remedy this in order to
demonstrate to all interests that these costs are effectively managed and are set at a level that
ensures efficient and cost effective delivery of the objectives of “Smart, Successful Scotland”.
While action is well under way, it should be noted that delivery of this commitment is not a
straightforward matter.

10. Firstly, Scottish Enterprise’s ongoing action in relation to Business Transformation
continues to incur transitional costs, not all of which can be readily foreseen.  Secondly, the
Enterprise Networks Review identified the need for the Executive to implement new
arrangements for the sponsorship of the Enterprise Networks that more accurately reflect the
redefined roles and tasks of both parties.  A number of initiatives, including the work of the
Joint Performance Team, are seeking to implement revised approaches to the relationship
between the Department and Scottish Enterprise.  The overall aim is to provide clear strategic
focus and direction coupled with greater operational flexibility and responsibility.  As part of
this process, the Department has launched a major review of the existing Management
Statement for Scottish Enterprise.  Any review of administration costs needs to take place
within the context of this wider exercise.  Thirdly, the establishment of Careers Scotland
means that, from 1 April 2002 and given the nature of the work undertaken, there will be a
significant increase in Scottish Enterprise’s administration costs arising from the addition of
approximately 1,000 Careers Service personnel to its payroll.  As part of the wider alignment
exercise, Scottish Enterprise is assessing the cost implications of this exercise.

11. Notwithstanding these difficulties, progress has been made on this issue.  The
Department and Scottish Enterprise will agree forward provision for Scottish Enterprise’s
administration costs for the remaining years of the Spending Review 2000 settlement and
Year 1 of next year’s Spending Review, ie to 2004-5, not later than the end of 2001.  As part
of this exercise, it is anticipated that the Department and Scottish Enterprise will;

� review and, as necessary, re-define Scottish Enterprise’s administration costs;
� identify any other significant issues or points of principle requiring resolution;
� identify action already taken or to be taken by Scottish Enterprise to address these

issues;
� consider the assumptions that have been made in forecasting provision for forward

years;
� set out and agree estimates for gross administration costs for forward years,

linking them to the equivalent figures for preceding years;



� disaggregate the source of these estimates in terms of grant-in-aid, surpluses and
carry forward;

� as far as practicable, identify projected spend on administration costs in terms of
the three “Smart, Successful Scotland” headings and also in terms of the new
Careers Scotland service;

� identify off-setting savings in administration that are projected to occur over the
period to 2004-05 and the use(s) to which Scottish Enterprise proposes to put
them; and

� identify any likely pressures that might trigger virement requests during the period
in question.

12. This exercise will also take the opportunity to consider the handling of projectisation
costs.  This is an agreed arrangement whereby Scottish Enterprise is allowed within defined
criteria to fund contractors from programme costs.

13. It is expected that, as well as arriving at an agreed set of figures for administration
costs and providing material for the Management Statement review, this exercise will furnish
the Department and Scottish Enterprise with an agreed long-term policy statement on the
handling of such costs.  As such, it will be one-off in nature.  Thereafter, administration costs
will continue to be reviewed by the Department and agreed with Scottish Enterprise as an
integral part of the Network’s annual planning process.

ELLD-ENT
October 2001



ANNEX 1

SCOTTISH ENTERPRISE NETWORK: EXPENDITURE ON ADMINISTRATION

1999-2000
£'000

2000-2001
£'000

2001-02
£'000

Office Services 3,753 2,887 2,813

Travel & Subsistence 3,054 3,721 3,082

Personnel Services 2,200 1,947 1,781

Information Technology 4,524 3,632 3,362

Audit Fees   265    358   327

Utilities   447    500    624

Staffing Costs          48,317 49,387           49,411

Premises 6,452 7,305 7,782

Exceptional
Reorganisational Costs

- 7,479 -

Others1 2,627 4,943 2,843

TOTAL2          71,639            82,159 72,025

Funded by

Grant-in-aid
(Including virements)

         65,542            75,701 64,000

Operating Surpluses 4,740 5,539 6,793

Carry Forward 1,357   919 1,232

TOTAL          71,639           82,159 72,025

1 Includes tax advice, professional fees and equipment maintenance costs.

2 Administration costs include the direct costs of delivering operational activities as well as
the indirect running costs. Scottish Enterprise estimate that 60% of the total costs relate to
operations. A review is being undertaken to further refine this figure.



ANNEX 2

BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION: BRIEFING NOTE

Background

Scottish Enterprise has identified the need to make substantial changes to the way it works in
order to ensure that it can continue to meet the needs of its customers and enable Scotland to
be a leading player in global markets.  As a step towards this goal, the Business
Transformation project was established in April 2000 to determine how we could deliver our
services more effectively and efficiently. As a result the Business Transformation programme
was approved by the SE Board in January 2001.

The Programme

The programme has the following objectives:

� To ensure that every area of Scottish Enterprise’s business is effective, efficient and
customer focussed.

� To improve access to all Scottish Enterprise’s services through e-business and to ensure
that, where appropriate, we can deliver services electronically via the web.

� To transform Scottish Enterprise into the world’s leading e-enabled economic
development agency.

120 staff (full and part time) from around the Network, have been pulled together to work on
this project.

To simplify the process work has been organised into four key themes.  These are:

Customers and Channels

Work in this area is focussed around the way in which Scottish Enterprise deals with
customers.   Specific projects will tackle:

� Matching products and services with customer needs,
� Defining the Scottish Enterprise offering and commitment to customers and establishing

and developing the staff behaviours necessary to deliver this.
� The delivery of clearer consistent messages to customers by co-ordinating the

communications activity of the whole network.
� The collection of data about contact with customers to ensure the best possible service.
� Ensuring a consistent method of account management to businesses across the network.
� The development of web-based access to knowledge and services
� Managing the first point of contact with telephone customers using a call centre approach.
� Managing the relationships with contractors who are delivering services on behalf of

Scottish Enterprise more effectively.



Knowledge and Projects

This theme focuses on how Scottish Enterprise can work to improve the quality of its
products for customers by sharing knowledge across the network.. Project teams are
considering:

� The development of Communities of Practice – that is groups of practitioners in similar
fields across the network who will share their knowledge and experience.  (e.g. all those
who are involved in the area of lifelong learning across the network might make up a
Community of Practice)

� The development of packs of knowledge on particular themes which will be available
electronically to all staff.  (e.g. a pack may be developed which outlines all the latest
advice, research and thinking on exporting and gives examples of recent successes and
case studies)

� Improved access to information through the development of systems for the management,
categorisation and retrieval of documents.

� The development of a framework for National products such as the Small Business
Gateway and our e-commerce courses which will ensure a consistent quality is available
to all customers across all geographical areas.

� Ensuring that support to businesses can be tailored to meet individual needs but still
delivered to consistently high standards across the network.

Servicing the Business

The third theme will concentrate on improving the efficiency of the Network.  Projects will
examine:

� How to share services across the network to achieve greater efficiency in support services
such as, human resources, information technology, finance, audit and legal and
procurement.  A key objective here will be to establish high quality and efficient web
based services.

Corporate and Strategic

The final theme will examine the link between our strategy development and the allocation of
resources. Two key projects here include:

� The development of a performance measurement system which we have called the
balanced scorecard.

� The development of a method of targeting and prioritising Competitive Place knowledge,
influence and investment more effectively.

SCOTTISH ENTERPRISE
OCTOBER 2001
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Scottish Executive: Scottish Enterprise Administration Costs April 2002

SCOTTISH ENTERPRISE: ADMINISTRATION COSTS

Background

1. When Alasdair Morrison, the then Deputy Minister for Enterprise, Lifelong
Learning and Gaelic, appeared before the Committee on 3 October 2001, he gave an
undertaking that further information on Scottish Enterprise’s (SEn’s) administration
costs would be provided by the Department.   This material was supplied to the
Committee on 22 October in the form of an explanatory note (copy attached).

2. The Committee’s consideration of this issue is timely given that, for a number
of reasons, action to review and clarify matters relating to administration costs has
become necessary.  Accordingly, our initial note set out the background to SEn’s
administration costs, the current position, and the action then under way to clarify and
improve handling of this issue.  As part of this explanation, an analysis of expenditure
on administration costs and the source of these funds was provided.  However, the
note could only constitute an interim statement and an undertaking was given that
further advice would be provided in early 2002.  This second note (which should be
read in conjunction with the earlier document) sets out the final arrangements for
handling SEn’s administration costs, provides updated figures and includes
information on the proportion of spend devoted to operational as opposed to support
staff.

3. In line with the Executive’s policy on the treatment of public bodies, the
Department aims to allow SEn as much operational flexibility as is possible within the
context of an agreed strategy, clear objectives derived from that strategy, and a
comprehensive system of performance measurement.  This paper, which has been
prepared by the Department in consultation with SEn, reflects the former’s
responsibility for setting and monitoring high level controls in relation to the latter’s
administration budget.  The detailed allocation of administrative expenditure is,
however, a matter for SEn itself.  If the Committee requires further information on
any matters of detail (e.g. on issues relating to staff or accommodation) SEn are happy
to provide the necessary material.

Monitoring of Administration Costs

4. As explained in the original note, consideration of administration costs has
been undertaken within the context of the current review of SEn’s Management
Statement (which sets out the framework within which the body operates).  This
particular exercise is well advanced and will be concluded shortly.  The Statement
will then be available publicly.



In future, the Management Statement will define SEn’s administration costs as the
gross cost of its administration (including the pay of permanent and, unless they fall
within the scope of the projectisation arrangements described in the following
paragraph, fixed term staff engaged in operational and support activities) and all
associated expenditure, including the cost of accommodation, training, travel and
subsistence etc.  Unlike previous practice (which involved administration costs being
met from a number of sources) all costs falling within this definition will now be met
from grant in aid.
6. As before, SEn will be required to operate an effective system for controlling
costs.  In particular, it must:

� meet in full Scottish Minister’s requirements in relation to staff pay;
� ensure that both paybill and total administration costs are contained within

the forecast agreed with the Department;
� review regularly all significant elements of such costs and ensure that they

are kept to a minimum consistent with the efficient and effective discharge
of SEn’s functions;

� review regularly staffing levels, especially in areas where workloads or
functions are changing, so as to ensure that staff effort is appropriately
targeted; and

� take all reasonable steps to meet any annual efficiency targets that may be
set by the Department.

The Department also reserves the right to require SEn to review its administration
budget in full or in part.

7. Any in-year transfer of funds from planned programme expenditure to the
administration budget will continue to require the Department’s approval. Such
transfers are viewed as the exception rather than the rule so, to minimise requests of
this sort, SEn is expected to have a clear view of future trends and produce accurate
and realistic forecasts of administration costs.  Costs not forming part of any such
forecast and which arise for unforeseen reasons will normally be absorbed within the
agreed provision for administration, especially where they are likely to result in
savings.  If however an in-year virement is considered necessary, SEn will be
expected to notify the Department as soon as the need for such action is identified.

8. In certain circumstances, SEn may apply costs relating to certain fixed term
staff to programme expenditure.  This arrangement – known as projectisation – will
be permissible only where:

� the expenditure is project specific;
� there is an exit strategy;
� the staff concerned have specialist knowledge not otherwise available

within SEn and not required by SEn on an ongoing basis;
� the staff concerned have limited managerial or administrative

responsibilities; and
� there is a fixed–term contract for the employee in question of  not more

than two years.



Continuation of this arrangement is subject to regular review and, to that end, SEn
will be expected to provide the Department with an annual forecast of annual
expenditure on this item prior to the beginning of each financial year and thereafter
half–yearly reports on spend to mid year and end-year out-turn respectively.  Since
these costs are not included in the administration budget, they are not covered by this
analysis.  Details can be provided separately.

Actual and Projected Costs

9. Annex A sets out in detail SEn’s actual and projected expenditure during the
period 1999–2000 to 2004-05.  The figures for 2003-04 and 2004-05 will be subject
to review during the current spending review.  As with the table provided in the
earlier explanatory note, the analysis is set out in terms of key headings and sources of
expenditure. On the latter point and as noted elsewhere, expenditure on administration
costs from 2002-03 onwards will be sourced entirely from grant in aid with all income
previously used for this purpose diverted to programme expenditure.

10. The introduction of Careers Scotland approximately mid-way through the
period in question will affect the overall picture on costs.  Annex B excludes the
direct cost arising from Careers Scotland so as to allow a clearer year on year
comparison.

11. As explained in the earlier note, expenditure on administration costs has also
been, and continues to be, affected by SEn’s Business Transformation project: details
of Business Transformation were supplied to the Committee as an annex to the earlier
note.  As also explained, the operational implementation of this initiative is essentially
a matter for SEn.  The Department’s direct involvement has been confined to
endorsement of its underpinning aims and consideration of the in-year adjustments to
SEn’s administration budget that have been, and will continue to be, needed in order
to meet the associated one-off costs.  If these exceptional costs are discounted, the
underlying trend in SEn’s costs shows a cash increase of £5.6 million between 1999–
2000 and 2004-05, i.e. from £71.6 million to £77.2 million.  This represents, on
average, an annual increase of 1.5% in SEn’s administration costs.

Pay

12. Increases in SEn’s paybill are also subject to the requirements of the annual
guidance on Scottish public sector pay issued by Scottish Ministers which, among
other matters, requires NDPBs to obtain Ministers’ prior approval for their pay
negotiating remits.  The remit approved by Ministers last year allowed SEn to
negotiate and implement an award for the 3¼ year period to 30 June 2004 comprising
an overall headline cost of 12.98%.  The remit covered SEn’s main staff group and
was within overall guidelines.  In particular, the increase was linked to a package of
measures designed to modernise SEn’s pay arrangements and secure a more effective
link with the action being taken by SEn to implement “A Smart, Successful
Scotland”.  These measures were built round three major changes: movement of
SEn’s pay settlement date; introduction of performance-related, non consolidated
bonuses; and a multi year pay deal.  Implementation of the pay award is monitored by
the Department.  Annex C provides a breakdown of SEn’s administration budget in



terms of staff costs and head count.  As with Annex B, these figures exclude costs for
Careers Scotland so as to allow more meaningful year on year comparisons.

13. Non-projectised headcount is forecast to reduce from 1,445 at 31 March 2002
to 1,289 at 31 March 2005.  However this is not matched by an equivalent reduction
in non-projectised staff costs, which fall from £51.0 million to £48.3 million over the
same period.  The cost of the pay deal noted above and changing staff mix to meet the
challenges of “Smart Successful Scotland” combine to offset  the cost benefits derived
from the reduction in staff numbers.

Operational and Support Staff

14. Annexes A to C also draw the distinction between the costs of staff who work
directly on operational delivery as compared to those engaged in support activities
such as finance, human resources and IT.  It is worth noting that, between 1999-2000
and 2004-2005, headcount figures for operational staff are planned to drop by 22%
while support staff numbers will reduce by 34%.  This proportionately larger
reduction in numbers is underscored by the reduction of 10% in support staff costs
planned for the same period (as compared to an anticipated 9% increase in the costs of
operational staff).  Again, these differences reflect a restructuring process that focuses
more on operational delivery, uses more specialised and better trained staff, and will
deliver an organisation better able to deliver Scottish Minister’s strategic goals.

Conclusion

15. The Department believes that the recent review of SEn’s administration costs
has been effective.  It provides:

� a better understanding of the underlying issues;
� more reliable estimates of future expenditure on this item;
� more effective management of such costs; and
� greater transparency and improved accountability in future.

Using the  forecast arising from this review, the Department will continue to exercise
oversight of these costs through the annual operating plan process and the requirement
preventing any in-year transfer funds into SEn’s administration budget without its
prior approval.  In addition, paybill costs (which represent over 60% of SEn’s
expenditure on this item) will continue to be controlled separately by means of the
arrangements for Scottish public sector pay put in place by Scottish Ministers.
Expenditure on administration during the course of each financial year will also
continue to be monitored by the Department on a routine basis.  All these
arrangements will be formally recorded in the new Management Statement.

ELLD - EN
April 2002
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ANNEX A

SCOTTISH ENTERPRISE – ADMINISTRATION COSTS 1999-2000 TO 2004-05
1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
  £m    £m    £m    £m    £m    £m

Staff Costs – Support1 14.2  14.8 14.2 13.6 12.8 12.8

HR Costs 3.8 4.1 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.4

Premises 6.5 7.4 7.8 8.4 8.5 8.6

Facilities 4.2 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

IT 4.5 3.9 3.4 4.0 6.2 6.6

Other2 5.9                     4.8                     3.2                       4.5                     4.4                     4.3

Total Support Costs 39.1                    39.9                    38.1                      40.0                    41.3                    41.7

Staff Costs – Operational1 32.5 34.8 36.8 35.5 35.0 35.5

Careers Scotland3     -                        -                        -                       16.0                   16.0                   16.0

Total Operational Costs4 32.5                   34.8                   36.8                     51.5                    51.0                 51.5

Total Admin (excluding
Exceptional costs) 71.6 74.7 74.9   91.5    92.3   93.2

Exceptional Items5    0.0                   13.8                     4.3                       8.1                     2.0                     0.0

Total Admin 71.6                    88.5 6                          79.2                      99.6                    94.3                    93.2



Funded By

Grant in Aid 65.5 65.2 64.1 91.5 92.3 93.2
LEC Bank Interest - 3.5 2.4       -                        -                       -
LEC Surpluses 4.7 9.4 3.8                        -                        -                       -
Other Income7 - 1.5 1.0       -       -       -
C/F from previous financial year 1.4 0.9 1.2                        -                        -                       -
In-Year Virement from
   Programme expenditure     -                       8.0                     6.7                       8.1                     2.0                      -  

Total Funding Requirement 71.6                   88.5 6                 79.2                      99.6                    94.3                    93.2

Notes

1 Operational and support staff costs consist of salaries and related on-costs.
2 Other support costs include travel and subsistence and professional fees .
3 Given the staff-intensive nature of Careers Scotland activities, the bulk of its expenditure falls within operational costs.  The current figure of
£16 million is, however, provisional and will be reviewed during the course of 2002-03.
4 Operational costs are those elements of the administration directly attributable to the delivery of programmes.  Given problems of allocating
such items as property and IT, only staff costs are included under this heading.
5 Exceptional costs are primarily severance costs, other Business Transformation related one-off costs and, in 2001-02, costs associated with
SEn’s move to new offices.  Figures for 2002-03 and 2003-04 are tentative estimates which will not be firmed up until late in the year in
question.

6 The total admin and total funding requirement of £88.5 million for 2000-01 differs from the figure of £82.2 million given in the note sent to
the Committee last October.  The difference is explained by £6.3 million of severance costs which were funded directly by the local enterprise
companies rather than by virement.
7 Other income includes  income from sublets and service charges to third parties.



ANNEX B

SCOTTISH ENTERPRISE– ADMINISTRATION COSTS (EXCLUDING CAREERS SCOTLAND) 1999-2000 TO 2004-05
1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
  £m    £m    £m    £m    £m    £m

Staff Costs – Support1 14.2  14.8 14.2 13.6 12.8 12.8

HR Costs 3.8 4.1 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.4

Premises 6.5 7.4 7.8 8.4 8.5 8.6

Facilities 4.2 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

IT 4.5 3.9 3.4 4.0 6.2 6.6

Other2 5.9                     4.8                     3.2                       4.5                     4.4                     4.3

Support or Running Costs 39.1 39.9 38.1 40.0 41.3 41.7

Staff Costs – Operational1,3 32.5                   34.8                   36.8                     35.5                   35.0                   35.5

Total Admin (excluding
Exceptional costs) 71.6 74.7 74.9   75.5    76.3   77.2

Exceptional Items4 0.0 13.8 4.3 8.1 2.0 0.0

Total Admin 71.6                    88.5 5                 79.2                      83.6                    78.3                    77.2

Funded By

Grant in Aid 65.5 65.2 64.1 75.5 76.3 77.2
LEC Bank Interest - 3.5 2.4       -                        -                       -
LEC Surpluses 4.7 9.4 3.8                        -                        -                       -
Other Income6 - 1.5 1.0       -       -       -
C/F from previous financial year 1.4 0.9 1.2                        -                        -                       -



In-Year Virement from
   Programme expenditure     -                       8.0                     6.7                       8.1                     2.0                      -  

Total Funding Requirement 71.6                   88.5 5                 79.2                      83.6                    78.3                    77.2

Notes

1 Operational and support staff costs consist of salaries and related on-costs.
2 Other support costs include travel and subsistence and professional fees .
3 Operational costs are those elements of the administration directly attributable to the delivery of programmes.  Given problems of allocating
such items as property and IT, only staff costs are included under this heading.
4 Exceptional costs are primarily severance costs, other Business Transformation related one-off costs and, in 2001-02, costs associated with
SEn’s move to new offices.  Figures for 2002-03 and 2003-04 are tentative estimates which will not be firmed up until late in the year in
question.
5 The total admin and total funding requirement of £88.5 million for 2000-01 differs from the figure of £82.2 million given in the note sent to
the Committee in October 2001.  The difference is explained by £6.3 million of severance costs which were funded directly by the local
enterprise companies rather than by virement.
6 Other income includes income from sublets and service charges to third parties.



ANNEX C

SEN ADMINISTRATION COSTS– STAFF COSTS AND HEADCOUNT (EXCLUDING CAREERS SCOTLAND)  1999-2000 TO 2004-05

Costs1

1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
   £m    £m    £m    £m    £m    £m

Support staff costs 14.2 14.8 14.2 13.6 12.8 12.8
Operational staff costs 32.5                     34.8                 36.8                     35.5                 35.0                   35.5
Total staff costs 46.7 49.6 51.0 49.1 47.8 48.3

Total Staff Costs as %
  Of Administration Costs
   (excluding exceptional items). 65.2                     66.4                 68.1                     65.0                 62.6                   62.6

Headcount
Support 485 454 407 369 339 334
Direct 1,123                   1,075               1,048                      968                  949                    955

Total 1,608                   1,529             1,4552                   1,337               1,288                 1,289 

Notes

1 Staff costs consist of salaries and related on-costs.

2  Estimated outturn.
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EL/02/14/7
Budget Briefing for the
Enterprise and Lifelong
Learning Committee

24 April 2002

ANNUAL EXPENDITURE REPORT 2003-04:
ENTERPRISE AND LIFELONG LEARNING

MURRAY MCVICAR

This budget briefing provides an analysis of the enterprise and lifelong learning
elements of the Scottish Executive’s budget plans.  It has been produced to assist
discussion during the committee meeting on 1 May.

THE BUDGET PROCESS
Members will be aware that the budget process in Scotland is a three-stage
exercise.  Devised by the Financial Issues Advisory Group (FIAG), it was intended
to allow the Parliament the opportunity to comment on the Executive’s spending
plans at several points during the year prior to the annual budget being agreed.
The expectation was that subject committees would have an active role in making
recommendations on spending priorities.  Stage 1 begins with the publication of
the Annual Expenditure Report (AER) on 2 April.  Stage 2 starts when the Draft
Budget is published on 20 September, and the third Stage is the legislation itself
introduced in January each year and which provides Parliamentary authority to
spend in the subsequent financial year.
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However, in 2001, subject committees made no spending recommendations on
the Scottish budget.  In 2002, the Finance Committee has appointed Professor
Arthur Midwinter to be its standing adviser on the budget.  He has agreed a
number of things with the Scottish Executive which will hopefully assist
committees to make suggested alterations to Executive spending plans, should
they wish to do so.

As part of this, the Executive has agreed to cost any options generated by subject
committees and accepted by the Finance Committee.  Given that 2002 is a
Spending Review year, it has been suggested that options should be proposed by
the committees by the end of May to feed into Ministerial considerations over
allocation of new money during the summer.  These should be from existing
programmes and could be either, the selection of specific options within the
budget, or simply an indication of which programmes should receive priority in the
allocation of the spending review moneys.

PREVIOUS COMMITTEE CONCERNS
The Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee has expressed a number of
concerns and raised a number of issues with the Executive in its previous scrutiny
of the budget:

� Difference between Outturn and Plans.  The budget figures as presented in all
documentation (AER, Draft Budget and Budget Documents) are in planning terms.

� The Executive should move towards outcome based budgeting

� The Department should consider the development of mechanisms to reflect
crosscutting funding in future budget documentation.

� Concern was raised at the fact that most of the department’s spend is spent by
agencies or NDPBs and that obtaining accurate information can be problematic.  (This
concern is shared by other committees, including both Health and Local Government).
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LEVEL 1
Table 1 below sets the Scottish Executive Enterprise and Lifelong Learning
Department (SEELLD) Budget in context.  The table indicates the changes in the
overall share of the Executive budget for each “Level 1” budget heading from
2001-02 (the first year in the AER) to 2003-04 (the latest year).  The figures
indicate that Health and Local Government account for around two thirds of the
total budget.  The Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Department accounts for 10.6
per cent of the total budget in 2001-02, falling to 9.6 per cent by 2003-04.  These
figures exclude VisitScotland expenditure that is now recorded in the Sport and
Culture line.

Table 1: Portfolio Share of Total Managed Expenditure

% 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 change 
2001-02 to 

2003-04

Capital Modernisation Fund 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0
Central Government support for Local Authorities 32.9 34.2 34.5 1.7
Children and Central Government Education 1.6 1.0 1.0 -0.6
Community Care 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Crown Office 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.0
Enterprise and Lifelong Learning 10.6 9.9 9.6 -1.0
Environment 2.6 2.6 2.7 0.1
EU Structural Funds 0.9 0.9 0.6 -0.2
Food Standards Agency 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Forestry 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.0
Health 30.9 31.2 31.5 0.6
Justice 3.4 3.5 3.3 0.0
Modernising Government Fund 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0
Rural Affairs 3.1 2.9 2.9 -0.2
Scottish Executive Administration 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
Scottish Executive Associated Departments 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.1
Scottish Public Pensions Agency 1.4 1.1 1.3 -0.1
Social Justice 3.6 3.6 3.8 0.2
Sport and Culture 0.9 0.8 0.8 -0.1
Transport 5.2 5.1 5.3 0.1
Scottish Parliament and Audit Scotland 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.0
DEL RESERVE 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
AME RESERVE 0.3 0.1 0.1 -0.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0
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LEVEL 2
The AER breaks down SEELLD expenditure further (Level 2).  The SEELLD
budget has seven Level 2 components, mainly funding to its NDPBs and
executive agency.  Figure 1 below outlines the major components of spend within
the spending plans.  As can be seen, four organisations account for 90% of the
£2.1 billion budget in 2003-04 – the Further and Higher Education Funding
Councils, the Student Awards Agency for Scotland and Scottish Enterprise.

Figure 1: Share of SEELLD budget plans 2003-04

Student Awards Agency for 
Scotland

17%

Scottish Higher Education 
Funding Council

33%

Scottish Further Education 
Funding Council

20%

Scottish Enterprise
20%

Highlands and Islands 
Enterprise

4%

Departmental Investment 
Assistance

3% Other
3%

Looking in more detail at the differences between planned expenditure in 2002/3
and plans for 2003/4, it is clear that expenditure in some areas is increasing, while
falling in others (table 2) and this is reflected in the changes in programme share
of the department budget (table 3).

Table 2. Level 2 expenditure plans (real terms)

£m

2002-03 2003-04 Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(£m)

Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(%)
plans plans

Student Awards Agency for Scotland 328 335 8 2.4
Scottish Higher Education Funding Council 664 668 4 0.6
Scottish Further Education Funding Council 398 394 -4 -1.0
Scottish Enterprise 398 395 -3 -0.8
Highlands and Islands Enterprise 70 71 1 1.5
Departmental Investment Assistance 66 61 -5 -8.0
Other 63 66 3 5.0

Total 1986 1990 3 0.2
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Table 3: Changes in programme share of department budget

2002-03 2003-04
Difference

% %

Student Awards Agency for Scotland 16.5 16.9 0.4
Scottish Higher Education Funding Council 33.4 33.6 0.2
Scottish Further Education Funding Council 20.0 19.8 -0.2
Scottish Enterprise 20.0 19.8 -0.2
Highlands and Islands Enterprise 3.5 3.6 0.0
Departmental Investment Assistance 3.3 3.1 -0.3
Other 3.2 3.3 0.2

Total 100.0 100.0 0.0

PLANS AND OUTTURN FIGURES
As indicated above, the Committee has expressed concern that all budget
documents (AER, Draft Budget and the Budget itself) are in ‘plans’ terms, as
opposed to recording the actual spend in previous years.  This is done to enable
accurate comparison across the years from the same base assumptions.
However, it has been argued that members cannot make decisions about future
spending plans without understanding the actual spend of previous years.

Therefore, Table 4 presents these figures for the period 2000 to 2004.  For 2000/1
and 2001/2 outturn figures have been estimated by using the budget documents
for these years (published in January each year) plus the revisions published in
Autumn and Spring.  These will not reflect any changes following the Spring
revision for each year and should be taken as indicative only.1  The main point to
note is the substantial difference between spending as budgeted for in January
2000 and 2001, and the actual expenditure for 2000/1 and 2001/2.

Table 4: Reconciling Budgets and Outturns

2002-03 2003-04

Budget Outturn Budget Outturn Plans Plans

£m £m £m £m £m £m

Student Awards Agency For Scotland (within DEL) 189        211        487        328        345 362
Scottish Higher Education Funding Council 609        631        659        705        699 721
Scottish Further Education Funding Council 358        371        416        425        419 425
Careers Guidance 23         23         30         28         - -
Scottish Enterprise 392        392        398        402        419 426
Highlands & Islands Enterprise 66         70         67         75         74 77
Scottish Tourist Board/VisitScotland 19         25         24         40         28 28
Departmental Investment Assistance 70         83         75         60         70 66
Other Enterprise and Lifelong Learning 22         47         47         86         66 71

Total 1,748     1,853     2,203     2,149     2,120     2,176     

2000-01 2001-02

1 Sources.  For 2000-01: Scotland’s Budget Documents 2000-01, plus Autumn and Spring Revisions.  For
2001-02: Scotland’s Budget Documents 2001-02, plus Autumn and Spring Revisions.  For 2002-03 and
2003-04: The Scottish Budget 2003-04: The Annual Expenditure Report of the Scottish Executive.
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LEVEL 3
This section presents Level 3 figures for each of the seven main ELL headings in
real terms.  All figures have been deflated to 2000-01 prices using HM Treasury’s
latest deflators.  Please note that not all the totals add to 100 per cent because of
rounding.  Members are also asked to remember that, at the lower level of
spending, relatively marginal increases or decreases in expenditure can lead to
sizeable swings in percentage terms.

Student Awards Agency for Scotland (SAAS)

Spending on SAAS is planned to slightly increase in real terms in 2003-04, with
planned for rises in both tuition fees and grants and bursaries, with a fall in student
loan subsidy.

Table 5: Student Awards Agency for Scotland (real terms)

£m

2002-03 2003-04 Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(£m)

Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(%)
plans plans

Tuition Fees 124 127 3 2.0
Grants and Bursaries 92 101 9 9.6
Student Loan Subsidy 94 90 -4 -4.4
Capital charges 1 1 0 -2.4
Bad debt provision 1 1 0 -2.4
Debt Sales Subsidy 7 6 0 -2.4
SAAS Running Costs 5 6 1 17.1
Student Loans Company Administration 5 5 0 -2.4

Total 328 335 8 2.4
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The Funding Councils

Real terms SHEFC funding is set to rise by £4m in 2002/3 (table 6) and the
SHEFC share of the budget rises by almost 3 per cent (table 7).  The vast bulk of
SHEFC operating budget is spent on current funding for higher education
institutions, and this is where the increase is recorded.  For SFEFC, funding is
planned to decrease in 2002/3 by £4m in real terms.  The AER states that this is
explained by the transfer of funding for Bell College to the higher education sector.

Both funding councils share the same bureaucracy.  For the purposes of the AER,
the costs are simply divided in two, with half being allocated to each of the
Councils.

The AER states that there is expected to be an increase in FE college enrolments
from 454,000 to 457,000.  On this basis, average public funding per enrolment will
be £923 in 2002/3 and £930 in 2003/4.  Indicative figures of average funding for a
HE student (Full Time Equivalent) is £4,077 in 2002/3 and £4,178 in 2003/4.

Unlike the SFEFC table, there is no discrete line for HE capital in SHEFC because
higher education institutions fund capital investment through borrowing.  Capital
running costs are allocated as part of the funding formula and are included in the
HEI line.

Table 6: Scottish Higher Education Funding Council (real terms)

£m

2002-03 2003-04 Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(£m)

Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(%)
plans plans

Higher Education Institutions 661 665 4 0.6
SHEFC Costs 3 3 0 -2.4

Total 664 668 4 0.6

Table 7: Scottish Further Education Funding Council (real terms)

£m

2002-03 2003-04 Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(£m)

Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(%)
plans plans

Further Education Institutions 375 371 -4 -1.0
FE Capital 20 19 0 -2.4
SFEFC Costs 3 3 0 -2.4

Total 398 394 -4 -1.0
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Scottish Enterprise and Highlands & Islands Enterprise

HIE will slightly increase its planned funding by £1m, while Scottish Enterprise is
expected to fall by £3m.  Members should note that Careers Scotland, recorded
as a separate Level 2 line in previous AERs (i.e. ‘Careers Guidance’) now has
approximately two thirds of its expenditure included within the SE and HIE totals
(this includes £16m included in SEn’s Administration costs, and £2m in HIE’s).
The remaining one third has been transferred to the ‘Other’ expenditure line
(Table 10).

However, the AER explains that the budget blocks for both organisations are
provisional until the Scottish Executive has agreed operating plans for these
years.

Table 8: Scottish Enterprise (real terms)

£m 2002-03 2003-04 Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(£m)

Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(%)
plans plans

Growing Business 93 93 0 -0.4
Global Connections 76 76 0 0.0
Skills and Learning 142 141 -2 -1.1
Administration 86 85 -1 -1.4
Less from internal resources 0

Total 398 395 -3 -0.8

Table 9: Highlands and Islands Enterprise (real terms)

£m

2002-03 2003-04 Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(£m)

Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(%)
plans plans

Administration 14 14 0 -2.4
Skills and Learning 18 18 0 -2.4
Growing Business 12 15 2 20.1
Global Connections 21 20 -1 -2.4
Strengthening Communities 5 5 0 -2.4

Total 70 71 1 1.5
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Departmental Investment Assistance
Otherwise known as Regional Selective Assistance (or RSAs), the aim of this part
of the budget is to contribute to ‘industrial competitiveness, increased prosperity
and local employment opportunities by encouraging firm’s investment projects in
the Assisted Areas of Scotland’.  Departmental Investment Assistance is due to
fall by over £5m.  It should be noted that some areas of the budget are particularly
demand led and therefore inherently difficult to predict.  The AER explains the fall
as follows:

During 2001-02 there has been a severe economic downturn and a substantial
reduction in inward investment projects. Spend in 2001-02 will therefore be much lower
than planned, and this trend is expected to continue in future years … Adjustments to
the planned spending for 2002-03 will be made in a budget revision for 2002-03, and
for 2003-04, when the draft budget is published in September

Table 10: Departmental Investment Assistance (real terms)

£m

2002-03 2003-04 Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(£m)

Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(%)
plans plans

RSA 66 61 -5 -8.0

Other Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Expenditure
Real terms expenditure on the other areas in the ELL department is set to
increase between the two years from £63m to £66m.  Miscellaneous expenditure
includes the £10 to which Careers Scotland has access for a range of project work
‘covering the social inclusion and enterprise for agenda, and an expansion of the
current guidance service to adults.’2

Table 11: Other SEELLD Expenditure (real terms)

£m

2002-03 2003-04 Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(£m)

Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(%)
plans plans

Departmental Innovation Support 7 6 0 -2.4
Education Maintenance Allowances 4 5 1 22.0
Energy Efficiency 6 6 0 -2.4
learndirect scotland 8 7 0 -2.4
Miscellaneous 16 18 1 9.0
Renewable Energy 1 1 0 -2.4
Research 1 1 0 -2.4
Royal Society of Edinburgh 1 1 0 -2.4
Scottish Renewables Obligation 16 18 1 9.0
Scottish Qualifications Authority 1 1 0 -2.4
Unallocated 3 3 0 -2.4

Total 63 66 3 5.0

2 Scottish Executive (2002) Annual Expenditure Report, page 97.
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VISITSCOTLAND
The shift in departmental portfolios that took place following the Ministerial
reshuffle in November, has meant that the budget for VisitScotland has now been
moved to the Scottish Executive Education Department.  Expenditure is recorded
in the Tourism and Culture and Sport chapter.

In the AER VisitScotland’s planned budget is recorded at Level 2 in Table 12.
Additional funding in 2001/2 relates to attempts to counter the effects of foot and
mouth disease.

Table 12: VisitScotland (real terms)

£m 2002-03 2003-04

Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(£m)

Change 
2002-03 
to 03-04 

(%)

VisitScotland 26.7 26.0 -0.7 -2.4

% of Tourism and Culture and Sport budget 15.8 15.6

EUROPEAN STRUCTURAL FUNDS
European Structural Funds are the mechanism by which resources are
redistributed towards the poorer regions of Member States.  These Funds are
allocated over fixed timetables (or ‘Programming Periods’), the current period
being 2000-06.  Approximately £140m will be allocated from the European
Structural Funds budget in Scotland in 2003/4.  Much of this funding goes to
support enterprise networks, further and higher education establishments, training
and re-skilling and encouraging economic development.  This represents a fall
from almost £200m in 2002/3.

While the committee does not have a direct role in overseeing this
expenditure as part of the budget process, Members may feel that it is
legitimate to ask about the implications for such funding following the end
of the current programme in 2006.

ISSUES AND OPTIONS
To date the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee has not made any
recommendations on spending priorities to the Executive.  Members might wish to
consider the following issues:
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� Is there a correct  balance between SEELLD expenditure on Lifelong Learning
and Enterprise?3

� Although ELL spending is planned to increase in real terms, its share of the
overall Scottish budget is projected to fall.  Is this appropriate, given that
education is one of the stated priorities listed on page 5 of the AER?

� What are the budgetary implications of the review of Regional Selective
Assistance?

� What will are the likely budgetary implications for SEELLD once the current
European Structural Funds programmes end in 2006?

� Has allowance been made to cover those FE colleges currently in debt?

� What are the budgetary implications of the results of the Research
Assessment Exercise?

If you have any comments or questions about this Budget Briefing, please contact Murray McVicar
on extension 85377 or murray.mcvicar@scottish.parliament.uk

Budget Briefings are compiled for the benefit of Members of Parliament and their personal staff.
Authors are available to discuss the contents of these papers with Members and their staff but
cannot advise members of the general public.

3 SAAS and the Funding Councils account for 70 per cent of the department’s expenditure.  However, both
SE and HIE spend substantial amounts of their budgets on lifelong learning e.g. £170m for Skills and
Learning.

mailto:murray.mcvicar@scottish.parliament.uk
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 1 May 2002

The Implementation of Local Economic Forums

Background

One of the recommendations contained in the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning
Committee’s first report in 2000 was the creation of local economic forums (lefs) to
bring together the different organisations involved in local economic development
and for them to initiate a rationalisation of the services provided reducing overlap
and duplication.

The Committee agreed to examine how the process of the implementation of these
local economic forums is proceeding across Scotland, and whether they are meeting
the objectives set for them by the Executive. On 16 January the Committee took
evidence from representatives of the business organisations - the CBI, FSB and
Scottish Chambers of Commerce - as the main consumers of services provided by
the forums.

The business organisations ranged in their views of the success of the lefs to date,
with some more critical than others. Their main concerns can be summarised as:

� the extent to which lefs were taking on board the viewpoint of businesses, as the
main consumers of their services

� the extent to which real removal of duplication and overlap was taking place, and
� the lack of business representation on lefs.

The Local Economic Forum Establishment Process

The local forums were all asked to submit action plans on how they proposed to take
their work forward. These were submitted to the Executive in October 2001, and
assessed both by the Executive’s internal central support team and also
independently in November 2001. The Executive wrote back to the lefs with
comments on their plans, and the lefs submitted amendments and supplementary
information in January 2002. The Executive subsequently wrote back to lefs with
feedback on their revised plans in early March 2002.

The minutes of the most recent Ministerial task force meeting on local economic
forums (Scottish Enterprise area), which summarises developments, is attached.

On 20 March the Committee took evidence from three lowland local economic
forums - Dunbartonshire, Glasgow, and the Borders – representing a range of urban-
rural context, geography, and local institutional structure (single/multiple local
authority involvement).
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The issues raised varied somewhat across the areas, but included:

� the level of rationalisation and cost savings that had been achieved.

� some delays which seemed to be resulting from the rebranding of the small
business gateway nationally.

� the balance to be struck between central Executive direction and local flexibility
- e.g. permitting local ‘products’ as well as national ones
- e.g. prescription on action plans.

� Requests for the longer time to be permitted to complete the year 1 business
support services rationalisation.

� Recognition that those on forum will need to change if focus does.

� Degree and methods of business (customer) involvement in this phase.

� Link with community planning.

Consideration

The Minister will outline her current thinking and report on progress in the
implementation of the forums, and take questions from members.

The Committee will then consider (in private) the points that it wishes to include in an
open letter to the Minister.

Separate evidence will be taken from Highlands and Islands local economic forums,
at the meeting in Shetland in June. A further paper details proposals for this meeting.

Simon Watkins
Clerk
Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 1 May 2002

Local Economic Forum Ministerial Taskforce Minutes

MINISTERIAL TASKFORCES FOR LOCAL ECONOMIC FORUMS

SCOTTISH ENTERPRISE AREA TASKFORCE

5th FEBRUARY 2002

CANNONBALL HOUSE, EDINBURGH

MINUTES

PRESENT

Minister for Enterprise, Transport and Lifelong Learning      Chair
Alan Brown        Employment Service
Bob Christie                    COSLA
Mathew Farrow        Confederation of British Industry
John Downie        Federation of Small Businesses
Lex Gold        Scottish Chambers of Commerce
Charlie Woods        Scottish Enterprise
Robert Crawford         Scottish Enterprise
Tom Kelly        Association of Scottish Colleges
Mike Cantlay        Visit Scotland
Alan Wilson        SCDI 
Douglas Blair        The Scottish Executive

Ian McCall        The Scottish Executive
Elisabeth Stark        The Scottish Executive
Mike McElhinney        The Scottish Executive
David Wilson        The Scottish Executive
Graeme Dickson        The Scottish Executive   

ITEM 1 – WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS

1. The Minister welcomed members to the third meeting of the Taskforce for Forums in
the Scottish Enterprise area.  Apologies had been received from John Archer and
Anne Middleton.  John Downie was attending for Jim Torrance, Bob Christie for Cllr
Dunn, while Mathew Farrow attended for Jack Perry.



ITEM 2 – MINUTES OF LAST MEETING AND MATTERS ARISING

2. The Taskforce noted the progress made on the survey of Forum members, meeting
Forum Chairmen and the ELL Committee scrutiny of the Forum process. The overall
themes emerging include a general consensus that most Forums are beginning to work
together to deliver positive change and a sense that there is potential to deliver more.
There is also a recognition that progress is taking time to achieve and this is a
continuing source of concern. The Minister suggested that issues such as the status of
private sector representation on the Local Economic Forums and tensions between
local and national policies are questions which the Taskforce can look at.

The next steps in the ELL Committee scrutiny will involve taking evidence from
some individual Forums and the Minister.

Mathew Farrow expressed the CBI’s concern that without greater private sector
influence on the Forums they would become limited to dealing with technical and
operational issues rather than the making hard decisions and wider strategic issues.

John Downie echoed these comments, stating that private sector interests were
swamped on the Forums.  There may be a need for equal representation of public and
private interests on the Forum.  Issues also exist around the degree of leeway some
Forums were exercising, developing local plans rather than following a Scottish
agenda.  Scotland is too small a country to support a large number of diverse business
support frameworks.

Alan Wilson pointed out that in some areas there was a problem with the attendance of
the private sector representatives who often found it difficult to devote adequate levels
of time to this Forum meetings.

The Minister stated that she had an open mind on the subject of additional private
sector representation although the original intention of maintaining a tight core
membership should also still be maintained.

Action: CST to produce a more detailed analysis of the survey results and publish on
the Website.

ITEM 3 – PROGRESS ON FORUM ACTION PLANS

3.1 Douglas Blair gave a brief summary of progress on the Action Plans.  The main
trends he highlighted were:
� Most Forums have refined their mapping services as requested, although some

figures require clarification.
� The refinement of the mapping exercise has helped several Forums to estimate

resources that could be redirected to service delivery.
� Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire, Forth Valley, Renfrew, Glasgow, Dunbartonshire

and Lanarkshire have all produced estimates of resources that can be redirected
towards business support services.  This was welcomed.



� However, a number of Forums have not made progress in providing details of
spend associated with each of the three service types.  Similarly, six Forums have
failed to give details of resources available for redirection.

John Downie noted concern in some LEFs that this is a cost-cutting process, when in
fact it is about the redirection of resources to provide a better service to businesses.
The Taskforce commended those Forums who have identified savings through their
action plans. It agreed that seeking to claw back of these cost savings was a non-issue
and reiterated that any savings identified locally from service redesign should be
reinvested to improve and enhance services for the benefit of local services and local
businesses.

3.2 Robert Crawford argued that in the context of what the Forums have been asked to do
they have made progress.  The debate over the Business Gateway as an exercise in
eradicating overlap and duplication has stemmed from the LEF process and has been
a useful one.  The issue of resources was being addressed, although not quickly
enough in some areas. David Wilson suggested that scope for further improvement
exists.

3.3 The Minister reiterated that this is a non-statutory exercise, relying on the goodwill of
the agencies involved.  Some LEFs have shown the potential for pooling resources,
and this should be welcomed.  However, cultural and organisational barriers to truly
effective co-operation are evident in some areas. In some areas, suppliers of services
have failed to listen adequately to the consumer of these services.  It is for the
Taskforce to consider how to encourage LEFs to listen to the demands of the
consumer.

3.4 John Downie emphasised the need not to lose sight of positives arising from the
process.  Many public sector representatives are on board, although some feel
restrained by being unable to make definitive commitments on behalf of their
organisations.

3.5 Robert Crawford remarked that this is a voluntaristic process.  There is a danger that
too much direction from the centre will prevent the sort of progress we are starting to
achieve.

Charlie Woods suggested that the arbitrators of the success or otherwise of the LEFs
should be the service users.  Mathew Farrow stated that the nation-wide survey will
be essential for this reason.

3.6 Bob Christie (COSLA) suggested the Local Government Bill will give more discretion
to LAs to develop  services for the local communities they service. This power will be
balanced with the need to avoid unnecessarily duplicating services that are provided
by other public sector agencies, including the enterprise networks.

3.7 Mike Cantlay suggested that there was much positive work in the action plans and the
Taskforce should encourage LEFs to forge ahead  with implementation.  Examples of
best practice from the implementation process could then be used to encourage the
less decisive LEFs to more effective action.       



3.8 The Minister commented that we should ask the LEFs for greater levels of detail at a
lower level and promulgate examples of best practice where Forms are successfully
engaging the service user base.

Action: CST to work with Forums to produce further refinement of plans where
necessary and highlight examples of best practice in engaging service users.

ITEM 4 – OPTIONS OF A BUSINESS GATEWAY

4.1 Ian McCall introduced the paper outlining the options surrounding the formation of a
business gateway.  This paper outlined the pros and cons of five possible approaches.
Views had been sought on the paper with options 5.4 and 5.5 proving the most
popular.  The Executive found merit in option 5.5 while COSLA supported option
5.4.  He suggested the formation of a team of experts to lead the development of the
Business Gateway.  This team to be led by Scottish Enterprise with input from the
Executive, the private sector and COSLA.

Charlie Woods emphasised the importance of building on the Small Business
gateway, and avoiding the impression that it was being abolished.  The changes would
not result in a massive increase in volume of services for the gateway.

Robert Crawford supported these comments.  In many cases the SB Gateway frontline
services were excellent.  This is an evolutionary process which should build on the
good already done.

Mathew Farrow indicated his support for option 5.5, although the establishment of a
group to assess this option and option 5.4 seemed to be the right way to proceed.

John Downie stated that the tendering process surrounding the service providers
should be examined as flaws exist in the current structure.

Action: Expert Team to work up detail of Business Gateway concept and
recommended option for next Taskforce meeting.

ITEM 5 – SCOTTISH ENTERPRISE ENVIRONMENTAL POWERS

5.1 Charlie Woods introduced this paper.  He argued that these environmental powers are
a key part of economic development services.  Both the existing powers and resources
are important for SEn’s flexibility to act in the business development arena.

Robert Crawford pointed out that the broadbanding of business parks is one example
of how these powers were very usefully deployed to attract businesses to Scotland or
specific areas within it.

Lex Gold raised the question of planning restrictions.  Which of these should be
protected, which applications could be fast-tracked?

The Minister stated that this is perhaps not the appropriate time to assess this issue,
although it may be an issue the ELL committee may wish to examine in the future.



ITEM 6 – BUDGET POOLING

6.1 David Wilson introduced a paper on budget pooling to the Taskforce.  No legislative
barriers remain to budget pooling.  Any barriers which do exist may be cultural, with
some local authorities lacking the confidence to become involved in the budget
pooling process.

Alan Wilson suggested that the Chairs of the LEFs receive this paper and the paper on
how to implement budget pooling.

Action: CST to circulate the paper to Forum Chairmen for discussion at forthcoming
Forum meetings

ITEM 7 – FORUM TASKS FOR YEAR 2

7.1 Graeme Dickson introduced this paper.  It was suggested that the timing is
inappropriate to look at Learning and Skills until the conclusion of the ELL
Committee work in this area.  The Taskforce agreed that substantial work remains to
be done by the LEFs on refining and implementing the action plans for business
services.

The Minister stated that Forums should press on with the tasks in hand.  This would
allow us to take any examples of good practice and use these as models which other
LEFs will be able to follow, or explain why this good practice has not been followed.

The Taskforce also agreed Forums should now concentrate on developing a more
strategic role in relation to the implementation of the Year 1 task, including
contributing to the development of the Business Gateway concept. It was further
agreed that Forums should also be invited to put forward details of specific issues that
they wish to now address locally.

Action: Forums to take forward implementation of action plans and CST to invite
details of specific local issues which Forums wish to address.

ITEM 8 – DATE OF NEXT MEETING

8.1 Agreed that the date of the next meeting be set for late May 2002.

Action: CST to organise date of next meeting.
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